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ABSTRACT
An abstract of the dissertation of Hui Shu for the Doctor of Philosophy in
Systems Science presented February 10, 1995.
Title: Disequilibrium Transition of the Consumer Goods Market in China, 1954-
1991
This is an in-depth study of the structural change a.nd transition of the
Chinese consumer goods market from 1954 to 1991 using disequilibriium
econometric methodology. The model for the Chinese consumer goods market
is based on the Portes-Winter disequilibrium model for c~ntrally planned
economies (1980). The demand function is derived from the Houthakker-Taylor
savings function. The supply function is composed of approximations to the
government's long-term and short-term plans. The transaction quantity in the
market is defined as the smaller of effective demand and ~upply. Using the
traditional global fitting method, three models are evaluated: one model that
assumes no structural change, and two models that assum~ structural change.
The estimations show that the structures of the demand apd supply functions of
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the Chinese consumer goods market have changed since the economic reform in
1980.
An innovative non-parametric method of locally weighted optimization is
applied to further test the variations in model parameters during the period
between 1954 and 1991 without assuming explicit functional forms of demand
and supply. The. estimation results show that the Chinese consumer goods
market fits the Portes-Winter model well in the earlier years. The results
confirm that the structures of demand and supply functions have changed since
the economic reform. In the late 1980's, the Chinese consumer goods market is
shown to have shifted away from a pure centrally planned sy~tem.
Other main conclusions of this study include, first, that chronic shortage
does not exist in the Chinese consumer goods market from 1954 to 1991.
Second, a rigid price level has not caused the market to be persistently in
disequilibrium. Third, the classical disequilibrium model of consumer goods
market in centrally planned economies does not fit the Chinese consumer goods
market in the later years.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
This dissertation documents a research on the transition (lnd structural
change of the Chinese consumer goods market from 1954 to 1991. ~
Disequilibrium econometric methodology is employed to examin~ the demand
and supply relationships in the market. The demand function is derived from
the Houthakker-Taylor savings function. The supply function consislts of
approximations to the government's long-term and short-term plflns.1 The
transaction function for the market is defined as the smaller of ~ffeative demand
and supply. Applying the classical disequilibrium econometric analysis, several
models with and without structural change are constructed and ~stimated. A
non-parametric optimization is used to further investigate the trqnsitlion of
demand and supply functions over the study period. This chapt~r describes the
background and purposes of the research. Literature review on disequilibrium
economics and its application in the centrally planned economie~ is given in
Chapter II. Chapter III discusses the technical aspects of model construction
and estimation of the Chinese consumer goods market. Chapter IV and Chapter
V summarize the empirical findings. The last two chapters, ChapteI1s VI and
VII, conclude the research and suggest related future studies.
21.1 TH~~ORETICAL BACKGROUND
Markets are the place~, wHere goods and services are exchanged through
the transactional activities of buyers and sellers. Both sides of the markets are
satisfied when buyers can get what they want to buy and sellers can sell what
they plan to sell. That is, there is neither shortage (excess demand) nor surplus
(excess supply) in the market~. However, this is not usually the case, since to
clear a market, both sides shquld have perfect information regarding the demand
and supply, and prices shoulQ be lable to adjust freely and efficiently. The
presence of many sellers and buyers with imperfect information, and the
existence of institutional bureaucratic interferences can prevent the market from
ever being in equilibrium. Dlsequilibrium, or non-equilibrium, is the normal
state of a market, while equilibrium is a special case.
In economics, equilibr.um and disequilibrium refer to whether demand
and supply are equal. Based on ~various studies of equilibrium theory, the price
level in a market will adjust in adcordance with the excess demand or excess
supply and settle at the point where demand and supply curves intersect. That
is, the equilibrium price level is tlhe one corresponding to the quantity demanded
and supplied which clears the, market. In contrast, the disequilibrium theory
suggests that, for some reaSO~lS, prices may not adjust fast enough or they may
not adjust at all. This results in excess demand and/or excess supply. Thus, one
side of the market, either buyers lor sellers, is constrained by the quantity
3available. In this case, the realized transactions are determined not onlyi by the
price level but also by the quantity which is the minimum of pemand and supply.
Ideally, an economic system should optimize the utiliziltion and allocation
of its resources to produce goods and services. However, unpalanced demand
and supply may result in either waste or shortage, or both. To minimize'
misallocation, it is necessary to understand if such disequilibrfum situatiotrl exists
in an economy.
Many disequilibrium studies have been applied to centrally planned
economies (CPEs). The reason is that in CPEs, prices are sfit by government
agencies in plans, rather than adjusted by demand and supply relationships in
markets. Price changes are not usually made until the next planning periiod,
which may well be another year. As a matter of fact, one purpose of the plans is
to keep the price level stable with minimal fluctuations. Pric~ adjustment in
CPEs is not just "sticky:' which is claimed by many economis~s to be the Icause of
disequilibrium, but is, in fact, fixed.
1.2 THE CHINESE ECONOMY
Due to its nature as a centrally planned and controlle~l economy, lit is
appropriate to study the Chinese economy using disequilibrium methodollogy.
After the founding of the communist regime in 1949, the strqcture of the
Chinese government was basically a copy of the former Sovie;t government:
4central control and vertical communication along specific functional divisions.
Government agencies make most of the decisions concerning what and how
much should be produced, with what inputs, and where the investments should
go, etc. Consumption has been regulated by wage rate settings and quantity
rationing.
The yearly planning procedure starts with the reporting from grass-root
government agencies. At the end of each year, the local government agencies
report to the corresponding ministries and bureaus in the central government on
how much has been produced during the past year based on the statistics
collected from all the local enterprises, and what their next year's plans are.
Each ministry and bureau then makes their plans on what and how much to be
needed and produced in the coming year. The Ministry of Foreign Economic
Relations and Trade coordinates the foreign trade plans of the ministries and the
lower level governments, and determines the national foreign trade plan. Finally,
the Planning Commission designs the comprehensive plan for the next period.
Plans, which may be adjusted slightly during implementation, are made at the
end of each year for the next calendar year. Five-year planning cycles are used
to set targets and project growth of the economy. The five-year plans are long-
term and strategic in nature and are the basis for the short-term annual plans
during the five-year period.
The majority of the Chinese labor force was assigned by government
agencies to work in certain places according to plans. Also, government policies
5guaranteed that when workers retire, their children would succeed them in the
enterprises although they might have completely different positions. This was
true especially in rural areas. Private enterprises may hire people according to
needs. Now some state-owned enterprises hire their workers on a contract basis
too, and people have some degree of freedom in choosing what jobs they want
to take. In recent years, many workers have been on "long vacationsll because of
the unprofitability of their enterprises in some areas. However, the labor market
is yet to be active: the number of enterprises which may hire people from the
labor market is limited; the information channel which facilitates the flow of
labor is insufficient; it is difficult for people to move from one location to
another; and the majority of the people is still not accustomed to changing jobs.
Households provide labor services and in turn receive wages for their
consumption. In general, households do not have much choice of whether to go
to work or to remain unemployed because of forced work assignment and low
household income level. The households' consumption depends mainly on
current income and savings since there is almost no credit issued to households
for consumption purposes.
Along with Chinese economic development, almost all the investments
were controlled by the government. Heavy industry had always been considered
an important infrastructure for future economic development, and it had been at
the sacrifice of the households' consumption. The funds used for investments
are a portion of the national income accumulated based on plans. According to
6Liu et. al. (1987), the most efficient allocation of the investment funds was about
25% of the national income1• As pondered by many experts in the country, the
relatively low proportion of consumption in the national income available (Figure
1), and relatively slow growth of personal consumption (Figure 2) have long been
the cause of low living standard for households.
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Figure 1. Percentage of consumption and accumulation in
national income available.
Since the founding of socialist China, the Chinese macroeconomic policy
has been very much influenced by the shift of the government's political
1. Accumulation is used for expanded reproduction, non-productive
construction and increase of productive and non-productive stock of the society.
Consumption is the total expenditure of consumer goods by individuals and
public entities. National income is the sum of the above two. National income
available is national income plus net of import and export.
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Figure 2. Personal consumption and investment in fixed assets in
national income available.
emphases. Adelman and Sunding (1988) divided these political changes into
several periods. (See Table 1.) In the early stage of the communist regime, the
emphasis was to recover from the condition that existed when it took power
from the Nationalist government. The period from 1950 to 1952 is called tpe
"rehabilitation" period. During the Great Leap Forward, from 1957 to 1960, the
blind enthusiasm for the high output of the economy resulted in inefficient
utilization, even damage, of many sources of production materials. Then a,. the
beginning of 1960's, bad weather conditions and concurrent withdrawal of Soviet
aid caused hardship in various sectors of the economy. Necessities, especially
foodstuffs, were in severe shortage. From 1961 to 1966, the economic
8TABLE I
CHANGES IN CHINESE ECONOMIC POLICIES
Period Incentive System Choice of Technique I Sectoral Priority
1952-58 Material Capital intensive •Heavy industry2
......... .. ~........... . .
1958-61 Nonmaterial Labor intensive Heavy industry
......................................................................................................................................................, .
1961-66 Material Capital and labor inten~ive I Agriculture
............., , .
1966-78 Nonmaterial Labor intensive Heavy industry
......................................................................................................................................................, .
1978- Material Technology intensive 'Balanced
adjustment and reform resulted in decentralization of government power. The
policy of "more plots for private use, more free markets, :more enterprises with
sole responsibility for their own profits and losses, as well as fixing output quotas
on a household basis" was introduced to peasants. Livin~ conditions improved.
These improvements were interrupted by the next destru~~tive period, the
Cultural Revolution from 1966 to 1976. Pursuit of high production output and a
high living standard was considered non-proletarian and, therefore, abolished.
Then in later 1978, economic reform was announced at the Third Plenum of the
Chinese Communist Party. Begun in later 1979, the refo~'m was directed mainly
at the macroeconomic issues. The goal was to transform an albsolute centrally
planned economy to a market adjusted socialist system. Many new policies were
2. There are five sectors in Chinese national income reported:
agriculture, industry, construction, transport and commerCie. Illldustry is further
divided as heavy industry and light industry, with the former pmducing means of
production, and latter concentrating on consumer goods.
9made to build a healthy economy with a balanced structure and high living
standard. The main changes in the economic system included reduced central
government control over economic activities carried out by enterprises in the
industrial and agricultural sectors. Since the recent economic reform, rigid
central plans have relaxed somewhat to stimulate enterprises' incentives to
supply more and better products to the market.
The current economic structure is called "centrally planned with market
adjustment." The central government now focuses more on macroeconomic
issues. Plans made by government agencies are currently of two types:
compulsory and directive. The production and allocation of important products,
and the production activities of large-scale enterprises are regulated by
compulsory plans. Directive plans and market forces regulate other enterprises,
including privately owned and foreign invested enterprises. The products and
economic activities not directly subject to mandatory plans are still affected by
them, as the meaning of "directive plans" has not been clarified.
After more than ten years of economic reform, some old problems have
been alleviated or resolved. Personal income level is higher and more consumer
goods are available. Between 1979 and 1984, national income increased 11%
annually on average, while household financial assets (mainly accumulated
savings) increased 28%. These changes were accompanied by problems of
impatience for quick outcomes which resulted in overheated economic
development. Between 1984 and 1988, national income, investment in fixed
10
assets, personal consumption and household financial assets have increased
drastically at annual rates of 20%, 23%, 20% and 29%, respectively. Repressed
inflation s~emed to be obvious as suggested by many economists. In order to
curb inflation, restructure the economic system, balance the growth of various
sectors, control the proliferation of unproductive companies, reduce demand, and
slow the overheated economy, a retrenchment was undertaken in the Fall of
1988. At the beginning of 1989, sales became sluggish signaling emerging
stagnation. Many enterprises were operating at less than normal capacity. The
problem of surplus in the labor market appeared. High inflation rates have been
reported. Growth rates in all the aspects decreased. Table II summarizes the
fluctuation in some of the growth rates over the period since economic reform
began.
TABLE II
GROWTH RATES SINCE ECONOMIC REFORM
National
Year Income
Total
Consumption
Personal
Consumption
Fixed
Assets
Household
Financial Assets
79-84 11 12 12 12 28
....................................................................................................................................................................................................................
84-88 20 20 20 23 29
88-91
79-91
11
14
11
14
10
14
4
13
28
28
11
1.3 PURPOSE OF THE RESEARCH
From the ~xisting literature about the Chinese economy, there is no clear
indication of whether tl,1e economy is at equilibrium or at any type of
disequilibrium. Most of the economic studies on China are either from the
viewpoint of political ec;onmuics, ar from the market equilibrium viewpoint using
the input-output ~malysjs.
The purpose of this rftsearch is to study the transition of the Chinese
economy using di~equillbriurr! economics and econometrics in an attempt to
provide insight Ofj the &tatus land development of the economy, as well as to
:show the effects c,f gov~rnme:nt policies. As stated earlier, although by now
therle is mare free;.dom far people to choose among jobs, the job market in China
:is stiill not very active tc, the extent that it will greatly affect household income
and in turn affect the cpnsumer goods demand and/or supply at the
macroeconomic le;.vel. Thus, lin this study, only the consumer goods market is
analyzed. Partes and Santonum (1988) estimated the Chinese consumer goods
market from 1954 to 1983. I:n addition to extending the data series to 1991, this
:study will discuss furtherr the Ichanges in the demand and supply relationships
brought by the shifts in government policies over the years.
To summarize, the purpose of this research is to:
• Construct and ~stimate a dlisequilibrium macroeconometric model for the
'upply and demand reliltionslhips in the consumer goods market.
12
• Determine whether the market has ever been in disequilibrium; if so, show
whether the market has excess demand or excess supply, or both.
• Test the hypotheses of chronic excess demand and/or chronic excess supply.
• Test the hypothesis of structural change in the demand, supply and transaction
functions due to shifts in government policies.
• Apply the locally weighted optimization technique to estimate and test the
variation in structure of the demand and supply functions.
Since the Chinese economy underwent major changes over the period of
1954 to 1991, the focus of this study will be on the transition of demand and
supply relationships in the Chinese consumer goods market during this period.
Such transition will be reflected by the structural changes and parameter
variations in the demand and supply functions within a disequilibrium framework.
CHAPTER II
LITERATURE REVIEW
Disequilibrium economics is a branch of economics which studies the
phenomenon that price adjustments may not be sufficient to clear the market.
Disequilibrium econometrics studies such phenomenon quantitatively.
Disequilibrium methodology is frequently applied to centrally planned economies
because of the nature of fixed price settings and institutional interferences in
their economic activities. This chapter reviews the literature in the related fields.
ILl DISEQUILIBRIUM ECONOMICS
According to the traditional General Equilibrium Theory, price can always
be adjusted freely to reach market equilibrium state. At the equilibrium state,
demand equals supply. If a market has been disturbed from the equilibrium
state, it will go to another equilibrium state at a different price level, or come
back to restore the original state. Under the equilibrium assumption, price
adjustments in markets will always be sufficient to clear markets promptly -
there is neither unsatisfied demand nor unfulfilled supply.
In the 1930's, Keynes postulated the idea that rigidity of prices results in
disequilibrium. The transaction in one market may be affected by the activities
14
in the other markets. For instance, a household may decide how many hours to
work in the labor market in order to buy a certain quantity of commodities in
the goods market. This indirect and unsynchronized trading makes it difficult to
have both markets cleared simultaneously. The slow process of price
adjm;tments may create disequilibrium, while the nonexistence of stimuli due to
the lack of necessary information may cause firms/households not to change their
prices (Drazen, 1980)1. Unless there is a perfect match for the trading, buyers
and sellers in the markets may have to experience unbalanced demand and
supply. Therefore, disequilibrium is more common than equilibrium.
The concept of Walrasian equilibrium is a special case of disequilibrium
where there is neither excess demand nor supply in any market. The transition
from one state of the market to the Walrasian equilibrium state may not have a
direct route, since there are hardly precise adjustments on prices which will cause
excess demand or excess supply in a market to disappear completely and
simultaneously. More likely, there will be transition from one state to another
before the market reaches an equilibrium, if it will ever reach it. If this is the
case, then demands and supplies in markets may never be equal. Therefore, the
1. Further discussion on why disequilibrium exists can be found in
Quandt and Rosen, 1988; Leijonhufvud, 1981; Drazen, 1980.
15
disequilibrium can be a stable equilibrium state of the system Ias far as motion is
concerned (Felderer, 1987; Quandt, 1988)2.
When there is disequilibrium in a market, <;lssuming price is rigid, the
excess demand or supply can be "eliminated" by qlJantity adjustments
(constraints). The side of the market which has e~cess quantity is constrained
and is called the long side, while the side which dqes not have excess quantity is
called the short side. The "short-side transaction mle" denotes that the actual
transaction iin a market equals the minimum of demand and supply (Figure 3).
That is, the quantity constraints are realized by imposing quantity rationing on
the long side of the market. In Figure 3, at price level pl, quantity demanded
(D) is smaller than quantity supplied (S). TherefQre, S is the ilong side.
Indicated by the dark line, the quantity transacted in the marKet is the short side
of the market which is the demand side. In contr~lst, at price 'level p2, S is
smaller than D. Thus, demand side is constrained and the transacted quantity
equals S under this scenario.
Disequilibrium economic theory studies thi~ phenomenon to provide a
means of predicting regime and trend of an economy. As discussed by Broer
and Siebrand (1985), disequilibrium theory offers the theoretical base for the
2. Hence, the usage of "disequilibrium", as pointed out by many authors,
i somewhat misleading. Usually the word of "equilibrium" is associated with the
. tate of rest:, and disequilibrium is the opposite of this meanin'g. However,
lisequilibrium in the current context indicates unb,alanced demand and supply in
oods and labor markets. Many authors choose tel call it "temporary
quilibrium", "non-Walrasian equilibrium", or "equllibrium with quantity
I ationing". lFor convenience, "disequilibrium" is us~d in the current context.
16
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Figure 3. Short-side transaction rule.
differentiation between planned variables and realized variables. Planned
variables refer to notional demand and notional supply which are functions of
prices solely. Realized variables refer to effective demand and effective supply
which are functions not only of prices but also quantity signals - the availability
of goods or labor in the markets.
II.2 DISEQUILIBRIUM ECONOMETRICS
Based on disequilibrium theory, the disequilibrium econometric model is
the whole class of models in which some degree of rationing occurs (Quandt,
1988). Disequilibrium analysis operates under the assumption that quantity
adjusts faster than prices in a short period to equalize demand and supply. The
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application of the "short-side transaction rule" implies that no one in a market is
forced to buy or sell more than wanted, and only one side of the market is
rationed, satisfying voluntary and efficiency requirements.
The basic structure of a disequilibrium econometric model in a single
market is:
Qd =fl(Xl);
QS =fzCX2 );
Q =min(Qd, QS),
with
Qd = quantity demanded;
QS = quantity supplied;
Q = quantity transacted, and
X's are exogenous variables;
fs define functions.
When there is more than one market in the economy, the spill-over
factor, the effect of unsatisfied demand or supply in one market on the other
markets, must be included. This spill-over effect is, in fact, an important feature
in disequilibrium economics. In the above model, where only one market is
explicitly described, the spill-over factor from other markets is implicit in the
demand and supply functions. That is, the demand and supply are effective
functions. When both the labor market and the consumer goods market are
considered, there will be spill-over terms from the labor market to the consumer
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goods market, land vice versa. The model, based on Lin (1990), may be outlined
as follow&:
Qd =gl1(Xll) + spill-over induced by unfuJfilled laboflsupply;
(r =g12(X12) + spill-over induced by unfulfilled labor dlemand;
Q =min(Qd, QS),
I--d = gZl(X21) + spill-over induced by unfulfilled goodslsupply;
1/ = gzzCX22) + spill-over induced by unfulfUIed goods demand;
L =min(Ld, V),
where
Qd = quantity of goods demanded;
QS = quantity of goods supplied;
Q = transaction of goods,
Ld = qu.antity of labor demanded;
U = quantity of labor supplied;
L :;= transaction of labor, and
X'~; are exogenous variables explaining the derpand and sUipply
f1elationships in goods and labor markets, respectively. These
variables may include inventories, investment, productivity, export
and import, other non-household consuplptions, savings, etc.;
g's are notional demand and supply functions;
Qd, Q\ Ld and U are effective demands and sppplies in goods and labor
market because of the inclusion of spill-.·over factors, and Q and L
satisfy the short-side rule.
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There could be price and wage rate adjustment equations in the model
(Gourieroux, Laffont and Monfort, 1980; Ito, 1980; Quandt limd Rosen, 1988), or
they may be treated as exogenous variables. The latter has "peeI1 suggested by
many authors to describe the slow process of adjustments, pl1rticularly in many
centrally planned economies. In fact, for some models a fixvd price (or wage
rate) assumption is not implausible because in reality they may ~.ot change in the
short term. That is, price can be considered fixed in the shqrt run but variable in
a longer time frame.
The disequilibrium status of an economy may be con~idered at both the
microeconomic and macroeconomic levels. When disequilibriumi is considered at
the microeconomic level, goods and labor are assumed to be;. heterogeneous
throughout all the microeconomic markets. For example, the labor markets of
different industries at different geographic locations are treated as different
micro-markets. The short-side rule is assumed in each micrq-market. A
macroeconomic market is the aggregation of those micro-mCl-rkets in the same
caltegory, such as consumption goods or labor. At one time, some micro-markets
may be in equilibrium while the others are in disequilibrium, The macro-market
consisting of these micro-markets is considered to be in disequililbrium as long as
there is one micro-market in disequilibrium. When disequilibrium is discussed at
the macroeconomic level, the detailed information in individual micro-markets is
lost. With the macro-demand (supply) as simple summatioqs of Imicro-demands
(supplies), the model may show equilibrium at the macro-m~lrketwhile there are
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disequilibria in micro-markets. In such a case, the excess demand in one micro-
market is offset by the excess supply in another micro-market within the same
macro-market.
Smoothing by aggregation is another approach used to obtain macro-
markets from micro-markets beyond simple summation. Using this approach,
the aggregated transaction in a macro-market, rather than demand and supply, is
the sum of the realized transactions in all the micro-markets. Unless all the
micro-markets are in the same status, such aggregated transaction is always
smaller than the transaction resulted from simple summation, because in the
former only the minimum of demand and supply of each market is considered
and incorporated into the aggregated transaction, while the latter includes the
demands and supplies in all the micro-markets. Then, in the macro-market the
realized transaction is no longer the minimum between demand and supply. It
may be smaller than both: the coexistence of excess demand and excess supply.
Figure 4 shows the idea of smoothing by aggregation in a macro-market
(Lambert, 1988). In Figure 4, (a) and (b) represent two micro-markets with
different demand and supply curves. Figure (c) shows the macro-market
aggregated from the two micro-markets, (a) and (b). That is, sand d in Figure 4
(c) are the sums of sl and s2, and d1 and d2 from (a) and (b) at each price level
p, respectively. The dark line in Figure 4 (c) is the total transaction quantity of
the two micro-markets. Figure 4 (d) demonstrates a smoother transaction curve
for the aggregated macro-market when the number of micro-markets is large.
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Figure 4. Smoothing by aggregation.
The choice of either a micro- or macro-economic model in disequilibrium
analysis depends upon the focus of the study. If the focus is on how household
income and overall price level affect the demand and supply relations in a
macro-market, macro-market from aggregation with application of short-side rule
at microeconomic level may be more desirable. In such a case, because of the
intertwined nature of micro-markets, it is difficult to understand the macro-
market through the demand and supply relationships in micro-markets, and
policy changes may not be as effective in micro-markets as in macro-markets. As
a matter of fact, in most empirical studies, the realized transactions in macro-
markets are the aggregated transactions in micro-markets.
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Excess demand (or shortage), and excess supply (or slack), in a market
can be described in terms of gross excess, relative excess and net excess. In a
consumer goods market with the demand as Qd, supply as QS, and realized
transaction as Q, the unbalanced demand and supply are defined as
gross shortage = Qd _ Q,
gross slack = QS - Q,
relative shortage = Qd -Q ,
Qd
relative slack = (!-Q ,
(!
net shortage = Qd _ QS, or
net slack = QS _ Qd, and
net shortage = - net slack.
Adding gross shortage and gross slack, the measure of total imbalance is
(Qd _ Q) + (Qs _ Q). Using total imbalance, as long as there is shortage and/or
slack, the system will show a level of disequilibrium. The shortage and slack are
not differentiated. Only net shortage can tell whether there is an imbalance and
whether the imbalance is shortage or slack or both. As indicated in Figure 4,
aggregation of micro-markets may result in coexistence of shortage and slack in
macro-markets. Such coexistence is depicted again in Figure 5.
Applying the terms defined above, Figure 5 shows that at a given price
level,
v = gross shortage,
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Figure 5. Coexistence of shortage and slack.
u = gross slack,
v - u = net shortage, when u < v,
u - v = net slack, when u > v, and
u + v = total imbalance.
At a higher price level, pl, quantity supplied is more than quantity demanded.
There is slack. Because the quantity transacted is smaller than quantity
demanded, there is also a shortage at the same time. Since slack is larger than
shortage, the net slack in the market is u - v. On the other hand, when the price
level is lower, at p2, the amount of shortage is greater than slack. There is a net
shortage, v - u.
To estimate the model following the short-side transaction rule, the
transaction function may be defined exactly as the minimum of demand and
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supply. However, when short(,lge and slack coexist due i to aggregation of micro-
markets, the quanti~r transactred may be less than the minimum of demand and
supply. Assuming coexistence Iof shortage and slack, Burkett (1988) suggested a
simpler representation, which can avoid the estima.tion :difficulties brought by
applying the minimQm condition. The model assu~nes a hyperbolic relation
between relative sla~:k and relative shortage:
Qd = fl(Xl);
QS =fzCX2);
((Qd _ Q )/Qd)((Qs _ Q )/QS) =f3(X3),
with
Qd = quantity demanded;
QS = quantity supplied;:
Q = quantity transacted,
(Qd _Q)/Qd :;:: relative !shortage; and
(Qs _ Q)/Qs =F relative slack.
fs define functions. X's are lists of exogenous variables. f3(X3) measures the
market friction. X3 may include such variables as mobility of goods and buyers,
storage capacity, anC:/ flexibilit}l in production and consumption.
Alternative r~presentation of coexistence of sh0I1tage and slack is the
constant elasticity of substitution (CES) transaction function, as used by several
authors in estimatin~ disequilibrium in labor markf;,ts (Firanz and Konig, 1990;
Lambert, 1990; Schi\Jppa, 199~)):
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with
Ld = quantity of labor demanded;
U = quantity of labor supplied;
U = the capital capacity in employing labor;
L = transaction of labor, or employment, and
p as a measure of mismatched demand and supply.
p is predetermined according to information about the percentage of micro-
markets in excess demand or excess supply. Thus, estimation of this CES model
requires in-depth research and survey of the micro-markets.
II.3 DISEQUILIBRIUM ANALYSIS FOR
CENTRALLY PLANNED ECONOMIES
As discussed earlier, disequilibrium results from rigid price and/or wage
adjustments and imperfect information. In a competitive market economy, even
with quantity rationing, price and quantity relations are adjusted by the market
force itself. However, only in exceptional cases are markets completely free
from government regulations which makes complete free flow of information
impossible. Artus et. al. (1984) studied a two-market disequilibrium model of
France using quarterly data, besides surveying the earlier quantity rationing
models. Based on the above work, Laroque (1985) estimated and compared
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disequilibrium models for France, Germany, the United Kingdom and the United
States. The main conclusions made by Laroque included that unemployment was
a basic feature in the study period, and there were underconsumption and
repressed inflation in the U.S. Lambert (1988) estimated a micro labor market
(Belgian manufacturing industry) using business survey data and concluded that
overemployment existed, that is, many inefficient workers were employed.
It seems that in centrally planned economies (CPEs), disequilibrium may
not be present because there are strong government agencies managed and
centralized information processing systems. Yet, this is not true. A great
amount of information is needed to make and execute a comprehensive
macroeconomic plan. Such information is rarely complete or accurate. Even if
planners were able to know the demand and supply within the controlled
domain, it could still be impossible to make perfect plans and achieve perfect
implementation of them. There remains part of the macroeconomic market not
constrained by plans when market adjustment is used one way or another. In
fact, in CPEs rigid price settings are more likely to occur because the
government agencies plan and control prices of goods and labor, and because it
takes time for the market information to flow and feed back into the planning
mechanism. Furthermore, as pointed out by Chang (1989), government agencies
control all the enterprises in a CPE, and there is no incentive for prices to
change due to lack of competition.
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It is commonly argued that conventional macroeconomic analysis used for
Western economies are irrelevant to CPEs (Portes, 1981). The IS-LM
framework is not applicable since it implicitly assumes equilibrium in markets
(Quandt and Rosen, 1988). Neither is the input-output model adequate,
although it is frequently used in CPEs.
Controversy still exists regarding whether government policies can
influence an economy effectively in Western countries, while it is obvious that
government policies can alter the performance of a CPE by means of centrally
designed and closely monitored plans. All the sectors, even individual industries
and enterprises, of the economy are explicitly interdependent. The failure to
fulfill quotas in one area may result in the failure to achieve planned targets in
other areas. To avoid unfulfilled plans, government agencies must consider the
capacities of enterprises, the relation between intended and actual output of the
economy. If the planned target is low, it will be easy to reach but will not utilize
available resources at the maximum possible level. On the other hand, a higher
target may cause negative impact. Not only may the plans be unfulfilled, but
also the actual output may be less than what the capacity allows due to higher
possibility of failure of obtaining supplies in complementary input materials
(Ickes, 1990). If planners could successfully avoid unwanted over-production,
there might be excess demand. Imperfect information may produce excess
supply of goods although Portes and Ickes both hinted this does not usually
occur (Portes, 1981; Ickes, 1990).
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Differing from Western economi~s where governments may use fiscal or
monetary policies to deal with economiCi problems, I CPEs' governments can
change the state of an economy directly through prlice control and/or quantity
rationing. Equilibrating mechanisms an~ served by. the planning process and
planners' response to the existing diseq~lilibrium condition of the economy
(Portes, 1981).
Currently, there are mainly two schools of thought concerning
disequilibrium in CPEs: the chronic shortage and disequilibrium approaches (van
Brabant, 1990). According to the chronic shortagel approach, stemmed from
Kornai's anti-equilibrium theory (1971), in CPEs it :is not just demand and supply
being out of equilibrium, but there is always represlsed inflation (or suppressed
inflation, excess demand). Kornai also i;1rgues that Iin CPEs, because of the
persistent goods shortage and the existence of "discouraged customers," there are
situations where excess demand and exqess supply coexist resulting from forced
substitution and/or forced savings. Whfln this doesl occur, the realized goods
transaction and labor employment are l~ss than both demand and supply. Both
sides of the market are rationed. In geperal, unbalanced demand and supply is
an inevitable fact in CPEs. The focus of disequilibrium approach is on
aggregated household assets and incom(~, price levc:l, and goods and services
provided to the macro-market, instead of relative prices of goods and services in
the micro-markets. The disequilibrium approach does not assume any kind of
market status. It argues that repressed inflation and other disequilibrium
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phenomena can only be conjectures about the macroeconomic relationships in
CPEs which reqtIire empiri:cal verifications (Portes, 1980). Based on studies
about Eastern Epropean countries in the period of 1954-1975, Portes and his
associates even pointed out that excess supply was more common than excess
demand (see alsq Burkett, 11988).
There are three main types of decision makers in CPEs' markets:
households, enterprises and government agencies. Each can affect the behavior
of the markets. IThose who use the disequilibrium approach regard the latter
two as being simjlar in terrils of meeting the former's needs, so that there are
on.ly two decisiorl making sectors: private and state (Portes, 1981; Charemza, and
Gronicki, 1988). Demand ;and supply relationships are determined by the
behaviors of the~e two sectors. Government agencies control the majority of the
production and pricing actiVities with limited information about demand and
supply of the ent.ire economy. Such exercise has rendered sufficient conditions
fOlr disequilibriuQl to exist in the economy. On the other hand, the shortage
advocates believ~: in that the interactions among enterprises and with
government agencies make: households suffer from shortage (van Brabant, 1990).
In his dissertatio~l, Chang (1989) discussed extensively government behavior
under various pl~mning reg,mes in CPEs which lead to disequilibrium.
Figure 6 ~hows the short-side transaction rule as applied to CPEs (Portes,
1980). In CPEs, price is n6t a determinant factor in the demand and supply
equations. Demilnd is a function of income (Y) while supply is mainly
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Figure 6. Short-side transaction rule in CPEs.
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determined by plans and not related to income directly. In particular, demand
increases with respect to income while supply remains at a fixed level. The dark
curve beneath demand and supply is the quantity transacted in accordance with
the short-side transaction rule. That is, at a given income level, the quantity
realized in the market is the smaller between demanded and supplied.
IIA APPLICATION OF DISEQUILIBRIUM ECONOMETRICS IN CPES
Portes and Winter (1980) proposed an econometric model of consumer
goods market in CPEs. The variables and functional structure of the model are
as follows:
S =~CT + ~NMPX + ~MX + iS4 CZX;
C s mineD, S),
where
D = demand;
S = supply;
C = personal consumption;
SAVI = household savings in previous period;
DYD = changes in personal disposable income;
YDI = personal disposable income in previous period;
CT = second-order exponential time trend of C, an approximation of
planned consumption;
NMPX = (CT / NMPT) (NMP - NMPT);
NMP = net material product (National Income);
NMPT = second-order exponential time trend of NMP, an approximation of
planned net national product;
MX = M-MT;
M = household assets at the end of previous period;
MT = second-order exponential time trend of M, an approximation of
targeted household financial assets;
CZX = [(Z / NMP) - (ZT / NMPT)] * NMP;
Z = investment plus public consumption; and
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ZT = second-order exponential time trend of Z, an approximation of
planned investment and public consumption.
a's are the coefficients of the demand equation, and fS's are the coefficients of
the supply equation.
Pric~s of goods are assumed not to vary, at least not significantly, to alter
the quantities of demand and supply. Thus, the model does not have a price
equation, r~flecting the fixed-price characteristic of a typical CPE.
The demand function is derived from Houthakker-Taylor savings function
for househplds. Since the labor market is not considered to be very active and
CPEs in g~nera.l have excess labor supply (or overemployment), households'
disposable incople is taken as an exogenous variable reflecting the spill-over
factor from the labor market.
The supply function represents the results of the production plans which
are made t,y central planners and executed by enterprises. It is composed of
variables r~presenting long-run plans and short-run adjustments to plans (Ports
and Winter', 1977). The long-run plans are the time trends, which may not be
the annual plans but the actual realization of plans and allocation of
consumptiqn goods. The short-run adjustments are the derivatives taken with
respect to their long-run ratios. The variable cr indicates that the planned
production of consumer goods should follow the historical trend of goods
consumptiqn. NMPX is used to approximate the change in the share of personal
consumptiqn in' national income. CZX is used to demonstrate that public
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spending is in competition with the production of consumer goods. There may
be a spill-over factor for the goods supplier from the labor market, planners and
enterprises in this case, even though the wage rates are essentially fixed. MX is
used as the information available to the planners on excess demand. Therefore,
although only one market is explicitly described here, the above model is in fact
a two-market disequilibrium model with an exogenous labor market.
Neither demand nor supply functions has constant terms. The ranges of
coefficients in demand function are derived from the restrictions in the
Houthakker-Taylor savings function: -1<0!}<-%, 0<0!2<1, and 0!3=1. The
structure of the supply function suggests that fSj>O (i=l, 2 and 3), and B4<0
(Portes and Winter, 1980). When ~ equals 1, personal consumption is said to
take the same share from the changes in the national income. When it is greater
than 1, personal consumption acts as the "buffer" of all the economic shocks -
other components in the national income take precedence over personal
consumption.
The Chinese economy is a centrally planned economy. Disequilibrium
methodology has been applied to examine the state of its markets. Portes and
Santorum (1987) studied the consumer goods market between 1954 and 1983.
Lin (1990) attempted to construct and estimate a two-market model of the
period from 1959 to 1989 by adding labor market to the above defined consumer
goods market.
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It may be safe to say that at present there is no pure centrally planned
economy in existence. All the previous CPBs are in transition of one I form or
another. Therefore, it is important to identify in what routes an economy has
progressed. With the assumption that CPEsl may have been in Qisequilibrium,
the traditional structural change analysis in one way will be usef~ll to study the
changes in predefined demand ane;! supply functions. Moreover, 10caUy weighted
optimization makes it possible to ~tudy the transition of the dem.and ~md supply
relationship.
CHAPTER III
MODEL SPECIFICATIONS
Based on the general model specified in the previous chapter, this chapter
further defines the specific model used in this research of the consumer goods
market in China. After identifying the hypotheses to be tested, the current
chapter proceeds to demonstrate the quantitative tools used in the model
estimation.
III.1 A MODEL OF THE CHINESE CONSUMPTION GOODS MARKET
As discussed in Chapter II, the two schools of thought in studying
disequilibrium are the chronic shortage and disequilibrium approaches. One of
the major differences between the two is that the former emphasizes the
individual micro-markets in an economy, while the latter concentrates on the
macroeconomic relationships between demand and supply. In the present study,
since the macroeconomic status of the consumer goods market is the focus, and
the data on comprehensive micro-markets are difficult, if not impossible, to
obtain, the disequilibrium approach is used.
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The Portes and Winter model on CPEs (1980) was used in many studies
to estimate several Eastern European economies. With slight modifications it is
taken up in this research.
The demand, supply and transaction functions used in this study are:
D =CiISAVl + ~DYD + ~YD1;
S =~CT + ~NMPX + ~CZX;
C s min(D, S),
where, as defined by Portes and Winter,
D = demand;
S = supply;
C = personal consumption;
SAVI = household savings in previous period;
DYD = changes in personal disposable income;
YDI = personal disposable income in previous period;
Cf = second-order exponential time trend of C, an approximation of
planned consumption;
NMPX = (Cf / NMPT) (NMP - NMPT);
NMP = net material product (National Income);
NMPT = second-order exponential time trend of NMP, an approximation of
planned net material product;
CZX = [(Z / NMP) - (ZT / NMPT)] * NMP;
Z = investment plus public consumption; and
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ZT = second-order exponential time trend of Z, an approximation of
planned investment and public consumption.
a's are the coefficients of demand equation, and B's are the coefficients of supply
equation.
Variable NMPX approximates the adjustment made by the planners on
the departure of the actual output of the economy and personal consumption
from the planned targets, which are assumed to follow their historical trends.
The same is true for variable CZX which approximates the adjustment in
investment (fixed assets and working capital) and public spending. Portes and
Winter used MX, which approximates the deviation of actual household assets
from its targeted value, to represent the information on excess demand which is
to be reflected in the plans. Portes and Santorum also used this variable in their
model for the Chinese consumer goods market. However, it is not included here
due to difficulties in estimation brought by longer and revised time series. The
ill behavior of this variable in the current model may signify that it is not suitable
as such an indicator, or that it is not used in the planning for the Chinese
consumer goods market.
The implicit restrictions on the coefficients of demand and supply
equations are:
-1<a1<-1f3, O<a2<1, a3=1, B1>O, Bz>O, and ~<O.
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III.2 HYPOTHESIS
Chronic Shortage
It is suggested that due to rigid prices, CPEs suffer frbm chronic shortage
of consumer goods, which leads to forced savings and ~ubstitution. Portes et. aI.
have argued that this may not be true. The study by Portes Iand Winter on
several Eastern European countries (1980) showed that thefle were shortages in
the consumer goods markets in some periods of time, but tHat the shortages
were not persistent. This study intends to test such a nypothesis in the Chin./I:;
consumer goods market.
Structural Change
In previous researches, the disequilibrium models for ICPEs have been
estimated for a single time span. As with other econometric: models, structural
changes are possible for the long time series of the Ch~nese economy since its
founding. In addition, the economic policies in CPEs t~nd to follow closely the
political changes in the country, which may consequently shift the demand and
supply relationships. Possibly, the most significant change in China is the
economic reform began in late 1979. The economy gr~dual1y changed from a
totally centralized system to a more open and more co~npetitivemarket type.
Enterprises now have more control over what and how much they produce. But
there are still plans and government controls. Thus, it is realsonable to argue
that there may have been a structural change in the demandl and supply
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relationships in such a CPE. In this study, the disequilibrium modeJs with
structural change will be constructed, estimated and tested. The chpnge in the
functional forms of demand and supply is later contemplated to determine if the
Chinese consumer goods market can still fit the Portes-Winter mod~l after the
economic reform.
Rigid Pricl~
The changes in price indexes will be co:qtpared with the patt~rn of
disequilibrium, that is, the pattern of excess demand. It is suggeste\j that, during
the period. of tight government control, prices did not vary significamly to
regulate the demand and supply in the market, while after the refo~·m thle
consumer goods market has been open. Hence, the prices began tq fluctuate.
Influential Variables in Government Plans
Acc:ording to the specification, the supply function is an approximation of
the government's plans. This study intends to show that the responses of those
variables are different before and after 1980 due to the policy chan~es of
governmelilt control over the activities of households and enterprise~.
III.3 DISEQUILIBRIUM ECONOMETRIC MODELS
Maximum likelihood is an efficient technique of estimating garameters in
a model. In short, if all the observations of the dependent variable are drawn
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independently, the maximum likelihood technique maximizes the probability of
all the observations being present in the same population. For a single
dependent variable, the function to be maximized is
N
1 = IIp(Y),
;=1
which is called the likelihood function, with Yj = dependent variable, p(Yj ) =
probability density or likelihood of Yj being present, and N = number of
observations. Commonly, the logarithm of the likelihood function, or
N
II = logl = L 10gp(Y;)
;=1
is used in the estimation. When there is more than one dependent variable,
p(Y j ) will be replaced with the joint probability density of the dependent
variables.
Two specifications commonly used to estimate disequilibrium models are
characterized by the forms of the transaction function: the discrete-switching
transaction function and the hyperbolic transaction function.
Discrete-Switching Transaction Function
When using the discrete-switching method, the market is assumed to have
either excess demand or excess supply. The transaction function is a minimum
condition as displayed in Figure 7. That is, the disequilibrium econometric
model for CPEs is
Demand:
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Figure 7. Graphical representation of the discrete-!;witch:ing
transaction function.
Supply:
Transaction:
S =f 2(X2) + E2, and
C =mineD, S) .
The error terms, Eland E21 are assumed to be independently normally
distributed with zero mean and variance-covariance matrix of
The joint probability density function g for each observatiop is I
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Thus the joint probability density function h(D,S) of the dependent
variables, D and S, which are also unobservable, is
with J as the Jacobian matrix of the transformation from error terms to
endogenous variables, which is equal to
aE1 aE1
aD as
J =
aEz aEz
aD as
In the above single market model, the determinant of J is equal to 1. Therefore,
1 1) -1 E1h(D, S) = exp[--( E1EZ E ( )].(27T)(detE)I/2 2 EZ
Since C = mineD, S), the probability density function H(C) of the
observable endogenous variable C for each observation is obtained by integrating
out the unobservable D and S on each side of the market:
H(C) = f:h(C, S)dS + f:h(D, C)dD.
The first term is the probability density of the marketing being on the demand
side or C = D, while the second is that of the marketing being on the supply
side or C = S.
The log-likelihood function of this model over the sample period is then
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To expand the joint normal probability density function h(D j , Sj), and applying
the assumption that EI and E2 are independently distributed, that is,
the log-likelihood function can be rewritten as
where hI and h2 are the marginal probability density functions of D and S
respectively, and are defined as
h (D) _ 1 (_ Eii) _ 1 (_[Di - f I (Xl)]2)1 j - -- exp -2 - --exp 2 '
.r::22 2o} r::22 2 2o}yL.1TOI YL.1TO}
2
1 EZi 1hzCS) = -- exp( --2) = -- exp(
r::2 202 r::2
y21T02 y 21T02
Hyperbolic Transaction Function
[Sj - fzCX2;)]\ .
2
2°2
Burkett (1988) introduced the concepts of relative excess demand and
relative excess supply to incorporate the possibility of the coexistence of shortage
and slack in a market. Relative shortage and relative slack are said to follow the
following hyperbolic relationship:
(D - C) (S - C) = y2.
D S
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When. y = 0, shortage and slack do not coexist; otherwise they do. That is, when
y equals zero, the distance between the dark curve and the lines in Figure 8
reduc~s to zero, and the model is the same as in the discrete-switching case. y
can b~ considered to be the measure of that distance, the measure of "market
friction".
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Figure 8. Graphical representation of the hyperbolic transaction
function.
To s:atisfy the constraint that C s mineD, S), neither relative excess
dema~ld (D - C), nor relative excess supply (S - C) can be negative. While in the
iterative process of parametric estimation, negative values may appear.
Ther~fore, y2 instead of y is used to ensure a positive value.
Solving for C from the hyperbolic transaction function with the
consiC/eration of C s mineD, S) yields
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The econometric model of this system thus is:
Demand:
Supply:
Transaction:
D = fleX]);
S = f 2(X2), and
C =~(D + S) - ~V(D - S)2 + 4y2DS
Z Z
+ E.
E is the added error term, assuming to be independently normally distributed
with zero mean and constant variance.
The probability density function of C for a single observation is simply
1 E2H(C) = __ exp[--].
VZ7fl1 Zrr
The log-likelihood function over the sample-period is then
N N N 1 N 2
II = LlogH(CJ = --log(Z1r) - -logrr - - LEi'
ial Z Z Zrr ial
where
Utilizing the feature that the maximum likelihood estimator of variance is
a concentrated log-likelihood function (Greene, 1990) is used in the estimation of
this study:
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N N, N 1 N
II = :E 10gH(C,) = --[1 + log(27T)] - :':Jog(_ L e/).
; =1 2 2 N; =1
IlIA LOCALLY WEIGHTED OPTIMIZATION
Recently, locally weighted optimization has become a popular technique
in data exploration and diagnoses (Cleveland, et. aL, 1988; HardIe, 1990). The
technique works like a weighted moving average process in estimating the
expected value of a dependent variable. The model estimation is centered at
each observation with regard to its surrounding neighborhood. Such a
neighborhood may simply be the K closest chronological neighbors in a time
series, or the observations whose explanatory variables' values are close to the
values of the one under consideration. Using locally weighted optimization,
there is no presumption about whether the regression relationship will fit a
specific form of function. Instead, the functional form may vary along the focal
observation and its neighbors, and the optimization will search for the best fit in
the neighborhood without prior assumption of the functional form. Thus, locally
weighted optimization is also regarded as a non-parametric optimization method.
Local Fitting and Approximation
In the non-parametric estimation, the interest is on estimating E(Y IX),
the expected value of dependent variable Y given a set of explanatory variables
X. The regression relationship between the dependent variable and explanatory
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variables may be complex and highly non-linear. The function representing such
a relationship can be estimated through a polynomial approximation, which can
be a constant, linear, quadratic, or higher-order fitting. The popular Nadaraya-
Watson constant fitting method has been studied extensively in econometrics
(HardIe, 1990, Ullah 1988a, 1988b). Linear and quadratic local regression were
introduced by Stone (1977) and recently formalized by Cleveland (1979, 1988)
and Fan (1992a). When constant fitting is adopted, the dependent variable is
approximated by the weighted mean of its value in the neighborhood. The result
of such a constant fitting, particularly at the boundary, may be distorted because
of the embedded trend in the dependent variable. Using linear fitting, in
addition to fitting the mean, the derivatives of the function are estimated. That
is, in addition to having better boundary estimation, the estimation will identify
the responses of the dependent variable with respect to the explanatory variables
which are the first-order derivatives of the approximation. Higher order
derivatives may be estimated as well when the boundary effects of response
coefficients are of concern.
If N observations are used to fit a function of P explanatory variables, X:
y"" E{Y1x) =f(X),
its first-order polynomial (linear) approximation at X = Xi is the following:
y"" f(J<) + f'(J<)(X - J<)
=~ + Q'j (X - J<),
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where f represents the unknown functional relationship between Y and X.
Given a sample size N, Y is an N by 1 vector of dependent variable; X is a N by
P matrix of explanatory variables; Xj is a 1 by P vector of explanatory variables
at observation i, which is the reference or focal observation used in the local
fitting of Y. And, clearly, ~ is the estimator of Y given X = Xj. Furthermore,
Q'j is the first derivative, or the slope, of f evaluated at Xi' Since the
approximation is observation-based, the values of ~ and Q'j may be different
from observation to observation.
Another important component in a locally weighted optimization process
is the weight applied to a neighborhood of observations. There are extensive
discussions on the types of weights used in the local fitting with the consideration
of smoothness (Hastie and Loader, 1993; HardIe, 1990; Cleveland, Delvlin and
Grosse, 1988). The frequently used ones include Normal kernel weight and K
Nearest Neighbor kernel weight.
Normal Kernel Weight
The multivariate Normal kernel weight in a local fitting around the
neighborhood of observation i, nwj , is a vector of size N by 1:
where Xk is the kth column of the N by P matrix of the explanatory variables X,
and Xjk is the kth explanatory variable of X at focal observation i. The data-
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based window size or bandwidth d, which is assumed to be the same for the
entire sample, is defined as a vector of size 1 by P. Its kth element is
where X is a vector of sample means of explanatory variables of size 1 by P, and
~ is the kth element of X: Nand P are the number of observations in the
sample and number of explanatory variables in the model, respectively. r is a
scaler from 0 to infinity, and together with Nand P it controls the window size
which determines the closeness of observations and number of neighbors to be
included. That is, the weights applied to the observations in a local fitting
depend on the difference in explanatory variables' values from the focal
observation i. The ith element in nwj, which is the weight for the focal
observation, has a value of 1 since the corresponding exponent in vector nWj is O.
Vinod and Ullah (1988) cited the properties of the above defined normal kernel
weights to include asymptotic normality, convergence, and mean-squared error
reduction. As r approaches infinity, d is exactly a vector of one asymptotic
standard error of the explanatory variables with its kth element as:
and the local neighborhood will include the maximum possible number of
observations of one standard error of each explanatory variable.
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K Nearest Neighbor Kernel Weight
In the definition of K Nearest Neighbor kernel weight, the number of
neighbors to be included is determined by K = r * N, with N being the number
of observations in the sample and r a fraction scaler between 0 and 1. In their
discussion on regression by local fitting, Cleveland et. al. (1988) defined the K
Nearest Neighbor kernel weight for observations in the local fitting of
observation i, kwj, to be
otherwise.
kw, ={ [[1 - (d~~)313]
o
when
d.
I
dmtq
s 1,
kwj and d j are both vectors of size N by 1. dm~ is the maximal element in d j •
Window bandwidth d j is the Euclidean distance between explanatory variables of
neighboring observations and that of the focal observation, Xj:
The same as defined in nwj , X is a matrix of size N by P, Xk is the kth
explanatory variable of X, and X jk is the kth explanatory variable of X at focal
observation i. The observations not included in the neighborhood have zero-
valued weights, and the ith element of d j equals 0 by definition. According to
Cleveland et. al., the choice of tricube form is based on its properties including
that by which it enhances distributional approximations and has a smooth contact
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with zero at dmaxj. Further discussions on K Nearest Neighbor kernel weights
can be found in Hastie and Tibshirani (1990)1.
Locally Weighted Disequilibrium Model
Adding a classical error term to the linear approximation of a general
function Y = f(X) at X = Xj, the non-parametric model
can be estimated using the previously mentioned maximum likelihood technique
with the neighboring data of X and Y for each focal observation. The
neighborhood of each observation i is reflected by the weight assigned to each
observation, which have values between 0 and 1.
During the optimization process, the error term is calculated as
1. The tricube kernel can be written as
(l_uj3)3 for IujlsI,
kw ={
I 0 otherwise,
where Osujsl, and i=l, 2, ..., N.
Other popular forms used in defining the K Nearest Neighbor kernel weights
are Epanechnikov kernel:
kw
j
={3/4(I-U j2) for Iud sl,
o otherwise,
which minimize (asymptotic) mean squared error, and the minimum variance kernel:
kw; =f/8(3-SUil for Iu,l sI,
o otherwise,
which minimizes asymptotic variance of the estimate.
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and weights are attached to the error terms in the likelihood functions to reflect
the different emphases on the observations. For each local optimization, the
error of focal observation i has the full weight of 1, while others are discounted
depending on how far away the observations are from the one under
consideration. For the disequilibrium model with different transaction functions
described in Section III.3, the kernel weights of observations are incorporated in
the likelihood functions.
In a model with the discrete-switching transaction function,
€l =D - f I(X!) ,
€2 =S - f zCX2) •
Log-likelihood function for such a model is then
where hI and h2 are weighted accordingly using kernel weights:
21 €2i *kemel .
hzCS;) = ------ exp( 2 ')
c-2 ZCT2yZ7TCT2
1 [11 -f1(Xl; )]2 *kemel ; .
= ----__ exp(- ),
c-2Z 2 Z~YL. 7TCTl
In the model with the hyperbolic transaction function, there is only one
error term:
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Applying weights to the error term in the hyperbolic transaction function results
In
N N N 1 N
II = L 10gH(C,) = --[1 + log(27T)] - =-10g[- L(e; * kemel i)]'
i =1 2 2 N i a1
In the pre:sent study, the first-order polynomial approximation of the
previously ~iefined demand and supply functions for the Chinese consumer goods
market are;
D =A~ + 1~1i(SAV1- SAV1J + ctz;(DYD- DYl),) + ~i(YD1- YDli );
ADj and AS, are the estimates of D and S at focal observation i, respectively.
O!i'S are the slope coefficients or responses of D with respect to its corresponding
explanatory variables, SAV1, DYD, and YDl. Similarly, fS/s are the responses
of S with r~spect to its corresponding explanatory variables, Cf, NMPX and
CZX. Sinc~ the :transaction function enforces the discrete-switching or
hyperbolic relationship between D and S, it retains its original form:
C =mineD, S),
or
C =~(D + S) - ~J(D - S)2 + 4YDS.
2 2
An Exampl~ of Eocally Weighted Optimization
An ~xample of the local fitting process using first-order approximation
starts with ~l scatter plot of variable Y against variable X as seen in Figure 9. In
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Y=f(X)
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Figure 9. A global fitting example of Y = f(X).
-40.0
this example, the Y and X are personal consumption (C) and government short-
term adjustment plans (NMPX), respectively, which are defined earlier in this
chapter. The solid line is from a linear global fitting using the entire data
sample. From such a global fitting, it seems that Y is independent of X.
However, the scatter plot exhibits a higher-order non-linear relationship between
the~ two variables. The locally weighted optimization can be used here to explore
the relationship. Because the form of the relationship between Y and X may not
be easy to identify, and it may not be of interest in the research, the functional
form is approximated as
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for the locally weighted optimization around focal observation i. As discussed
earlier, ~ is the value of the unknown function evaluated at observation i, and
Cl!j is the response of Y with respect to X around observation i. Xj is the
explanatory variable at the focal observation.
The weights calculated based on the explanatory variable X determine the
size of the local fitting neighborhoods. In addition, because of the weights, the
effects of some extreme observations will be discounted and the relationship
between the variables can be revealed. For this example, the K Nearest
Neighbor weights are used, and in calculating the distance dj (refer to page 50)
there is only one explanatory variable. Figure 10 shows the weights of all the
neighboring observations for three focal observations, 1967, 1975 and 1987. It is
clear that the close chronological neighbors of a focal observation may not
necessarily have higher weights than others. Only when the difference between
the explanatory variables is small, the observation receives higher weight.
In this example, the data sample has 38 observations. Therefore, there
are 38 sets of weights and 38 locally weighted regressions, each corresponding to
a focal observation. There are two coefficients estimated for the unknown
function around each focal observation i: intercept and slope of the function in
the neighborhood defined as ~ and Cl!i' respectively. Since the Y function is
approximated as a line function, it is estimated using the ordinary least squared
method. An error term is added to the Y function. The effect of the weighted
error term is transformed, and the weights are multiplied with the terms on both
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1967 as the Focal Observation
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1975 as the Focal Observation
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1987 as the Focal Observation
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Figure 10. Weights assigned to the neighborhoods of focal observations
in 1967, 1975 and 1987.
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sides of the equation. Figure 11 displays 38 estimated A's for the entire sample
together with the original scatter dots. The original data for the years of 1967,
1975 and 1987 are represented by the square dots. The curve shows that
variable Y clearly depends on variable X. Therefore, the relationship is
estimated through a locally weighted fitting without identifying the functional
form between the two variables. Such relationship is obviously not linear and
may be higher than second-order.
A
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Figure 11. Locally weighted fitting for the entire sample.
CHAPTER IV
MODEL ESTIMATION
Using the techniques described in Chapter III, this chapter summarizes
lthe empirical estimation results of disequilibrium models using the hyperbolic
and discrete-switching transaction functions. Neither model makes assumptions
on whether the market status is at equilibrium or disequilibrium. The use of the
]hyperbolic transaction function is superior to the discrete-switching transaction
function in that the former allows the coexistence of excess demand and excess
supply.
In Section IV.l, the model is first estimated with the assumption that
there is no structural change from 1954 to 1991. Using the similar explanatory
variables, a model is constructed, estimated and compared with the Portes-
Santorum model of the period from 1954 to 1983. In Section IV.2, structural
change is assumed in 1980 when the economic reform began, and the model is
estimated using the dummy variable approach and sample separation approach.
l[n Section IV.3, locally weighted optimization technique is applied to study the
transition of the demand and supply functions during the sample period. In each
section, the disequilibrium econometric model of the Chinese consumer goods
market is presented in parallel of two specifications of transaction functions:
hyperbolic and discrete-switching functions.
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Annual data series of all variables are obtained from the China Statistical
Yearbook (State Statistical Bureau of the People's Republic of China).
Appendix A lists the data series and their descriptions. The values of all the
model variables are in real terms: they are adjusted by the corresponding price;.
indices with the base year 1952. Because of the lagged variables, the actual
estimation data range is 1954-1991. The parameters that need to be estimateq
are the coefficients in the demand (D) and supply (S) functions, a's and B's, a~
well as y in the transaction (C) function. The valid parameter ranges are: -
1<a1<-%, 0<a2<1, a3=1, 151>0, Bz>O, and ~<O.
IV.1 ASSUMING NO STRUcrURAL CHANGE
In this section, the estimated models having no structural change are given
in detail. The Portes-Santorum model for the Chinese consumer goods market is
re-visited using the latest revised data as well as the algorithms designed for th~
present study.
Models lA and IB: No Structural Change
With no structural change, two models are estimated using the entire time
span from 1954 to 1991. These models are later referred to as Models 1A anq
IB corresponding to the hyperbolic and discrete-switching transaction function~,
respectively. MadellA with the hyperbolic transaction function is
D = a lSAVl + apYD + ~YD1;
S =~CT + fS;.NMPX + ~CZX;
C = ~(D + S) - ~J(D - S)2 + 4y2DS
2 2
+ E.
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The log-likelihood function to be maximized for Model lA is
N N N 1 N
II = LlogH(C;) = -- [1 + log(27T)] - - log(_ LE;2)1
;=1 2 2 N ;=1
Model lB with the discrete-switching transaction function is
S =~CT + fS;.NMPX + ~CZX + E2 ,
C =min(D, S).
The log-likelihood function to be maximized for Model lB is,
where hI and h2 are the marginal probability density functions of D ~md S,
respectively, and are defined as
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€z =s - [~CT + &zNMPX + ~CZX].
The maximum likelihood estimates of the parameters using the hyperbolic
transaction function are in the second column of Table III. Numbers in
parentheses are standard errors of the estimates. Zero-valued y indicates that
excess demand and excess supply do not coexist. In such a case, a discrete-
switching model may be more appropriate. The results of the discrete-switching
model are presented in the last column of Table III. a1 and az are the standard
errors of demand and supply functions, respectively.
Most of the parameter estimates of models lA and IB (in columns 2 and
3 of Table III) are very close. The differences between the two may be caused
by the difference in the specifications of log-likelihood functions that the two
models optimize.
All parameters in the hyperbolic transaction function, except y, are
significantly different from zero at the 95% confidence level, and are consistent
with the theory - correct signs and within the theoretical ranges as specified in
the literature and at the beginning of this chapter.
The household demand behavior closely follows the Houthakker-Taylor
specification. Note that the value of Ci3' the effect of lagged disposable income,
is not statistically different from 1. In the supply function fSz, coefficient of
NMPX, is not significantly different from 1, which means that personal
consumption is not used as the buffer to economic shocks; and the sign and
significance of ~, coefficient of CZX, show that public spending and investment
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TABLE III
PARAMETER ESTIMATES OF MODELS 1A AND 1B
Parameter
Hyperbolic
Transaction Function
MadellA
-0.484
(0.115)
Discrete-Switching
Transaction
Function
Model1B
-0.561
(0.044)
0.704 0.699
CiZ (0.102) (0.069)
..................................................................................................................................................................................................................
0.987 1.008
Ci3 (0.011) (0.006)
y
Likelihood Function
Value
1.011
(0.004)
1.083
(0.078)
-0.938
(0.124)
0.000
(0.001)
-94.849
1.010
(0.008)
0.848
(0.152)
-0.391
(0.272)
1.205
(0.265)
5.945
(1.291)
-90.954
are in competition with the supply of consumer goods. However, the differences
in Bz and 153 using different transaction functions are large and seem to suggest
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that the model may have unexplained variations, due to missing explanatory
variables in the supply function.
Comparison with the Portes-Santorum Model
In 1987, Portes and Santorum estimated the Chinese consumption goods
market from 1954 to 1983. Their model, similar to MadellA above, is as
follows:
S =!Sr CT + ~NMPX + &.3MX + f54IFX,
C = ~(D + S) - ~J(D - S)2 + 4lDS + €,
2 2
where the definitions of D, S, C, SAVI, DYD, YD1, Cf, NMPX and MX are
the same as defined earlier. IFX is a modification of CZX:
IFX = (IT/NMPT)(NMP - NMPT),
where IT is the second-order exponential time trend of capital construction from
state-owned units.
An effort was made to duplicate their results using the latest revised data.
It is apparent that there is no convergent result due to the data revisions and
possibly due to the usage of computer hardware, software and algorithms. One
of the variables in the Portes-Santorum model is slightly modified: IFX is
replaced by CZX, and the estimation data range of this study is forced to be
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1954-1983. Table IV presents the comparative estimation results of this study
and those of Partes-Santarum.
TABLE IV
COMPARATIVE ESTIMATES OF PORTES-SANTORUM MODEL
Current
Study Partes-
Parameter (1954-1983) Santorum
-0.995 -0.630
a} (0.016) (0.072)
.......................................................................................................................................................................................
0.660 0.658
az (0.006) (0.032)
.......................................................................................................................................................................................
1.018 1.010
a3 (0.002) (0.003)
......................................................................................................................................................................., .
1.024 1.049
1S} (0.002) (0.004)
.......................................................................................................................................................................................
0.449 0.255
1Sz (0.017) (0.073)
.......................................................................................................................................................................................
0.633 0.254
~ (0.012) (0.059)
.......................................................................................................................................................................................
-0.306 -0.417
1S4 (0.008) (0.034)
y
Likelihood Function Value
0.000
(0.001)
-45.792
0.000
(0.000)
-45.24
Although the values of parameters are different, the general trend is the
same. Again, 1S4 is associated with a slightly different variable in this study.
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The current study goes beyond extemding the estimation period covered
by the Portes-Santorum model. It also studies the structural change in the
model, as well as the transitiop of the demand and supply functions over the
years.
IV.2 ASSUMING STRUCTURAL CHANGE IN 1980
One of the objectives of this research is to test whether there is a
structural change in the Chine~e consumer: goods market in 1980 when the
economic reform began.
There are two approac~les to test tHe structural change: (a) use a dummy
variable in D, Sand C; or (b) use sub-samples of data for different time periods.
The dummy variable approach assumes that the coefficients in D (a's), S (Js's)
and C (y) may change in the model reflecting the structural differences of the
two sample periods. The explicit sample s,eparation approach implies that not
only all the coefficients may vClry, other statistical measures, such as variances of
the estimated errors, may be d.ifferent in tlle different periods. In this study of
structural change, the data set is divided into two parts: before (but exclusive)
1980, and after and inclusive of 1980.
Models 2A and 2B: Dummy Variable Approach
For the study of structu.ral change using dummy variable approach, a
dummy variable is added to D l Sand C functions. This is to assume that the
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patterns of demand and supply differ before and after the economic reform
begun in 1980, which in turn leads to different equilibrium status of the economy
denoted by the value of y in the transaction function. Incorporating the dummy
variable, Model 2A using the hyperbolic transaction function is defined as:
1 1J 2 2 2C = _(D + S) - - (D - S) + 4(Y1 +Y2 *dmy)DS
2 2
where dmy = 0 before 1980; 1 after 1980, inclusive.
+ E.
Adding error terms to D and S, and applying the discrete-switching
transaction function, Model 2B is:
D = (all +a12>tdmy)SAVl + (021 +022>tdmy)DYD + (~1 +~2>tdmy)YDl + E1;
S =(~1 +~2>tdmy)CT + (~1 +~2>tdmy)NMPX + (~1 +~2>tdmy)CZX + E2,
C =min(D, S).
The formulas of log-likelihood functions for Model 2 are the same as the ones
for ModelL The definitions of parameters in the two periods are in Table V.
The maximum likelihood parameter estimates and their standard errors
from Model 2A are presented in Table VI.
With the exception of a 1 after 1980 and y's in both periods, the low
standard errors associated with the parameters demonstrate that they are
significantly different from zero. And the statistical significance of the changes
suggests that there is indeed a structural change that occurred in 1980 during the
TABLE V
DEFINITIONS OF PARAMETERS IN DIFFERENT TIME PERIODS
Parameter Before 1980 l After 1980 j Change
Ct. Ct. ~ Ct. + Ct. ~ Ct.
.......................l. 1.1. 1 ~L J;L 1 ~;? ..
Ct. Ct. 1 Ct. + Ct. ~ Ct.
.......................lI..· ·..· • ?1.. t ;?L..·..· ·;?/',· i · /',;? · ·
Ct. Ct. ~ Ct. + Ct. 1 Ct.
.......................~ J.l. ~ ;u J/', ~ J/', ..
15 15 ~ 15 +15 ! 15
.......................l. U ~ ~L J/', ~ J/', ..
....·..· ·..~· ..· ·..· · · ~l... · I ·..~L.:!:: ..·~/', · I· ·..~/', ..
...................~ ~1.. ! ~t..:!:: ~/', ! ~;? .
Y Yl l Yl + Y2 j Y2
TABLE VI
PARAMETER ESTIMATES OF MODEL 2A:
USING HYPERBOLIC TRANSACTION FUNCTION
. .
Parameter Before 1980 ~ After 1980 l Change
-1.017 -0.083 0.933
......................................9.::l.. .cQ:.7.JJ) L .cQ:.~.Q2), L .cQ:.~.~.?J ..
0.618 ~ 0.765 ~ 0.148
......................................~.2 {Q:.Qf?f?J. ~ (Q:J.Q~) ~ .cQ:.Q~.~J .
1.018 ~ 0.944 ~ -0.075
......................................~.3 CQ:.Q.Q7J f CQ:.QPJ. f CQ:.QJD .
1.057 ~ 1.006 ~ -0.052
......................................f?i CQ:.Q.Qf?1. f JQ:.9.Q§L f CQ:.9.Q.~1 ..
0.701 ~ 1.268 ~ 0.567
......................................f?z .cQ:J~.~) f .cQ:.7.JJ) f .cQ:J.~.?J .
-0.769 ~ -1.279 1 -0.511
......................................123 .cQ:J??.) f .cQ:}.7.:7) f .cQ:.~.~.~J .
0.000 l 0.000 l 0.000
v (0.001) ~ (0.006) ~ (0.006)
Likelihood Function Value -62.885
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time span from 1954 to 1991. Thre likelihood ratio test also confirms the
structural change: the likelihood ratio between Model 2A and Model 1A is 63.93,
which is much higher than the X2 l:;ritical value of 14.07 with 7 degrees of
freedom at the 95% confidence lewel.
The parameter values in thie second time period are derived by adding the
changes to the values before 1980 (see Table V). Because of a relatively high
positive change, 0!1 is JrllDt significantly different from zero in the second time
period. That is, the savings will afifect the level of consumption in pre-1980
period, but not in the post-1980 period. Before 1980, the impact of households'
savings on consumption is greater. I Mter 1980, savings does not have any effect
on present consumption. This may be due to the fact that before the reform,
salaries and wages were: the only income, job security was high, the inflation rate
was low, and old-fashioned parents tended to consider the well-being of their
children in that they t(mded to save for the next generation. However, since
1980 more goods became available, inflation risk became higher, income level
was boosted and savings constituted only a small portion of it, and the "next
generation" might be more affluent and have different considerations about
following generations. Therefore, after 1980 savings was no longer an important
factor in determining consumptionL An asymptotic t test shows that the value of
O!l before 1980 is not d mificantly different from -1.
Parameter ~ i he coefficient of NMPX in the supply function, which
approximates the adju' ment made by the planners on the departure of the
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actual output of the economy from its historical trend as well as the trend of the
personal consumption. After 1980, the difference betweenl national income and
personal consumption increased sharply (refer to Figure 2 in Chapter I). Such
deviation causes 1Sz to increase, and its value indicates thatl personal consumption
behaves nearly like a buffer to absorb economic shocks although it is still not
significantly different from 1.
The magnitude of ~, coefficient of CZX, is greater lafter 1980 than
before. This may be induced by the changes in planning and control at the
enterprise level. When government agencies delegate a cehain level of authority
to enterprises over their production activities, these enterprises are expected to
produce according to market information to maximize their: profits. Under such
conditions, the magnitude of planned investment and ~overnment spending may
have more influence on how much enterprises will produce for consumption.
However, the change in ~ is not statistically significam at ~he 95% confidence
level. Thus, the difference in ~ before and after 198Q may not have been
substantial.
Because the market friction coefficient y in the transaction function is
zero in both periods, for comparison purposes, the saQIe data set is fitted to a
discrete-switching model, Model 2B. The estimates ar~ shown in Table VII. 0 1
and 02 are the standard errors of demand and supply functions, respectively. All
the coefficients are essentially the same as those estimflted lusing the hyperbolic
function and shown in Table VI.
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TABLE VII
PARAMETER ESTlMATES,OF MODEL 2B:
USING DISCR13TE-SWI1iCflING TRJ\NSACfION FUNCfION
Paramet~r .3efore 1980 1 After 1980 Change
-60.106
-0.926 -0.088 0.838
0'1 (0.190) . (0.276) . (0.201)
.................................................../ \ , ····O:·644..· ·r··· O:76S..· j"·..··..··O:·121 ..
O'z (0.061) l (0.098) l (0.077)
..................................................., \ l:'ol·5· · r ·O:944 r·..·..·~O:07·1 ·
0'3 (0.007) ~ (0.012) ~ (0.010)
...................................................\' ,............ ·..·\·..·· ··..·..·······~·· ..·i..···..·· ··· ···· ·········r·········..·..··..·..····..·.. ···
1.079 . 1.006 . -0.073
iSl (0.019) I (0.026) I (0.019)
................................................... \ , , , ~ ; ; .
0.810 ; 1.250 ; 0.440
!Sz (0.275) I (0.414) I (0.310)
...................................................., , 1..···,·..•..• •• ········,,· ~·· ..•••..•••••..•••••..••..• : .
I -0.933 1 -1.233 1 -0.300
: :~ (0.300) ~ (0.551) ~ (0.462)
I------~-"_,--+--,-~---.,;,----'-----.,;,---..,;,.._..:.-......:....-...;....---l
1.038
at (0.146)
...................................................., , , .
1.870
(0.451)
Likelihood Function Value
,_\---'--~-_--._-------_.......
Comparing resul~:s shown inl the last column of Table III, where no
structural change is con~idere~i, with results in Table VII, it is apparent that the
latter results with structpral change qre better. : at and az are much smaller in
Model 2B, and the likeljhood ratiol t~~st statistic I between Model 1B and Model
2B is 60.69, which is m~ch higher Vhqn the critiiCal XZ value of 12.59 with 6
degrees of freedom at tpe 95% confidence level. Furthermore, the significant
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changes in fSz and iS3 before and after 1980 may account for the discrepancy in
the supply patterns estimated by different methods shown in Table III. That is,
there exists a structural change, and the two methods using different optimization
algorithms manifest inconsistent results when the structural change is suppressed.
Other forms of dummy variable models are also considered and tested.
Those models include a dummy variable in demand (D) and supply (S) functions,
as well as in transaction (C) function only. The hyperbolic transaction function is
used for all these alternative models. The comparison against Model lA, along
with Model 2A, is listed in Table VIII. The likelihood ratio tests clearly indicate
that all the models with a dummy variable are better than the one without it:
structural change obviously exists.
TABLE VIII
COMPARATIVE TEST RESULTS OF
MODELS WITH A DUMMY VARIABLE
Model
Likelihood
Function
Value
Degree of
Freedom
Likelihood
Ratio
Critical '1.2
Value at
95% Level
Model1A
(base case) -94.849
. . .
"'M'~d~'i"2A"""""""""""""""""~'6'2:885""""'r""''''''''''7'' · r ·63·:93 ·r · ·l·4:07 ..
....................................................... ·······.. ·· ·············· ..··..···r..···············..··········.. ····r·····································r·· .
Dummy Variable ! ! !
in D and S -62.885 i 6 i 63.93 i 12.59
..·D~~~; ..v~;i·~bl~ · r· ·..· ·..r· ··..· r · ·..·..
in C -78.625 i 1 ! 32.39 ! 3.84
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Models 3A and 3B: Sample Separation Approach
To incorporate changes in the model parameters, Model 1 is expanded to
two separate equations corresponding to two non-overlapping sub~samples, \\rhich
allows the error variances in the two time periods to adjust. The (~ata set is split
into two subsets (before and after 1980), and each is fitted to the ~ame models.
Model 3A, using the hyperbolic transaction function, has the sam~ format as:
MadellA. Similarly, Model 3B, using the discrete-switching tran~flction function,
has the same format as Model 1B. The formulas of log-likelihoo~l functions for
Model 3 are the same as the ones for Model 1. The estimates using the
hyperbolic and discrete-switching transaction functions are given in Table IX and
Table X, respectively. It is evident that the estimated parameter values for I
different transaction functions are very close. AIl the parameters flgree with I
those from Model 2.
Several conclusions can be drawn from the above analyses\ There is I
definitely a structural change before and after the economic reform in 1980. I The
household savings in the previous year (SAV1) affects the level of consumer I
goods demand before 1980, but not so after 1980 due to changes ~n income level,
expectation about future consumption, and changes in household~l attitudes :
toward savings. The changes in income level (DYD) and income in the pre\fious
year (YD1) influence the level of consumer goods demand, with l.i.ttle difference
in magnitude before and after 1980. The planned consumption «(::1'),
adjustments to national income (NMPX), as well as investment and public
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TABLE IX
PARAMETER ESTIMATES OF MODEL 3A:
USING HYPERBOLIC TRANSACTION FUNCTION
Parameter Before 1980 After 1980
-1.015 -0.083
O!} (0.157) i (0.108)
..............................:~_................................. -··..(~iij;······ .. l..·········(gj~r··· ..
............................... _.:: _ _ ·· ···..;i.jii;·········r·······_·.. ·;g~~······
...............................................................................................· ···..·....·~·:05;· ........·....l..........·........·;:·~~~ ......·......
1S} (0.004) (0.003)
0.702 1.268
1Sz (0.103) (0.137)
-0.769 -1.279
15:3 (0.119) (0.338)
0.000 0.000
y (0.000) (0.009)
Likelihood Function Value -35.664 -23.825
consumption (CZX) determine the level of consumer goods supply. The effects
of NMPX and CZX are more influential after 1980 because of the increasing
deviation in the plans of national income and personal consumption, and more
opportunities for enterprises resulted from the less centralized governmental
authority.
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TABLE X
PARAMETER ESTIMATES OF MODEL 3B:
USING DISCRETE-SWITCHING TRANSACTION FUNCTION
Parameter Before 1980 Mter 1980
-0.839 -0.089
(0.198) (0.060)
0.663 0.763
Q!z (0.069) (0.042)
1.012 0.944
Q!3 (0.007) (0.006)
1.066 1.006
1S1 (0.006) (0.003)
.......................................................................................................·....·......·......·........·..·....·T..···......·......·........·..·..·..·..·......
1Sz (ggii) I (~..i:;)
-0.766 -1.225
~ (0.094) (00407)
1.132 0.895
a1 (0.183) (0.269)
0.562 2.300
az (0.324) (0.654)
Likelihood Function Value -35.847 -21.516
IV.3 LOCALLY WEIGHTED OPTIMIZATION MODEL
As discussed in previous sections, the Chinese consumer goods market
undernrent a structural change over the period studied. Because of the economic
r~form
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initiated in late 1979, the structural change is assumed to have occurred in 1980.
However, the selection of this cut-off point is subjective. The changes which may
have been brought about by other policy shifts during the course of economic
development are neglected. This section intends to further investigate the
structural variations of the demand and supply equations of the Chinese
consumer goods market for the entire sample period, using the locally weighted
optimization technique. With this method, the time span is not divided with
specific cut-off points. Instead, the structural changes, if any, are reflected by the
changes in estimated coefficients based on each individual observation and those
of its close neighbors. In this process of locally weighted optimization, weights
are used to determine the neighborhood of the local fitting and to adjust the
effects of error terms of all the observations. The value of the weight for each
observation is calculated based on the distance of explanatory variables between
such an observation and the focal observation to be locally fitted. The error of
the focal observation is assigned the full weight of 1, whereas the errors of other
observations are discounted with weights between 0 and 1. The further away
from the focal observation, the smaller the weight will be applied. When the
weight is zero, the corresponding observation is excluded from the local fitting.
Because the functional form between the dependent and explanatory
variables is not specified, the locally weighted optimization is a non-parametric
technique. The function to be fitted may be rather complex and non-linear. In
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general, a continuous function can be approximated with polynomial functions of
any order. The z~ro-oJrder polynomial approximation of Y = f(X) at X = Xi is
where ~ is the loc;.al mean of Y around observation i. The first-order (linear)
polynomial approximation is
Y "" Ai + f(X) (X - X)
=A. + a.(X - X.),
I I I
where ai is the first der:ivative of f(X) evaluated at X = Xi' Similarly, Ai is the
estimator of f(X), pr Y;, given X = Xi'
When the fi;ttingl is focused on finding the responses of the dependent
variable with resp~ct to the explanatory variables, the function may be
approximated by a polYnomial function of first or higher order.
The global fitting, discussed in the previous sections, is a special case of
the local fitting wh~re the neighborhood encompasses the entire data sample,
and all the observ&tions are weighted equally.
Traditional ~lobal estimation methods are pattern fitting oriented, while
locally weighted optimi~ation is data fitting. The choice between the methods
depends on the foc;.us of the study - whether it is to find the predefined trend
or pattern, or to flnd ~ best fit to the data. If the focus is to find the change in
the dependent vari~ble lwith respect to the explanatory variables around the focal
observations, and t,he r~lation between them is either difficult to specify or not of
interest, then locally welighted optimization will be a better choice. The mean
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response of the dependent variable can be obtained by averaging the locally
weighted responses.
Local Weight with K Nearest Neighbor Kernel
The K Nearest Neighbor kernel weight (see Section IlIA) is used in this
study because of the convenience of obtaining feasible solutions. For a particular
observation i under consideration, the weights for all observations in the
neighborhood are calculated as an N by 1 vector:
kwi =
d.
when __' _ s 1,
dmaxj
otherwise.
Window bandwidth dj is the Euclidean distance between X of any observation
and Xi of the focal observation:
p
dj = L (Xk - X ik )2
kal
X is a N by P matrix of explanatory variables, Xk is the kth explanatory variable
of X, and Xjk is the kth explanatory variable of X at focal observation i. dmaxj is
the maximal element of di within K = r * N member observations in the
neighborhood of Xi' with N being the number of sample observations and r a
scaler between 0 and 1.
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The focal observation i has the full weight of 1 because the ith element of
d j is, by definition, O. Other observations in the group are weighted depending
on how far away they are from the observation i. The weights of the
observations which do not belong to the specified neighborhood are defined as
zero.
Window size and weights play very important roles in the locally weighted
optimization because they control how each observation is used for every local
fitting. In choosing window size K = r * N, the value of scaler r determines the
size of the neighborhood around each observation and the smoothness of the fit.
The smaller the r value, the smaller the neighborhood and the closer the local
fit. However, r values that are too small may cause the fit to incorporate
unnecessary variations in the fit. For the present study, the value of 0.5 for
scaler r is selected by trial-and-error. Higher r values tend to include more
observations in each estimation and distort the coefficient heterogeneity, and
lower r values cause too many observations to be excluded and lead to no
convergent results. In addition to r, as shown by the definition of d j , the
variations in the data affect the value of the weights assigned to observations in
the neighborhood. Figures 12 through 14 depict the weights assigned to three
neighborhoods of observations: 1963, 1980 and 1989. Figure 12 shows that the
closest chronological neighbors of 1963 may not necessarily have higher weights
than others. The period between 1958 and 1961 appears to be very different
from other neighboring years. From 1969 onward, weights decline sharply. In
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Figure 12. Weights assigned to the neighborhood of year 1963.
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Figure 13. Weights assigned to the neighborhood of year 1980.
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Figure 14. Weights assigned to the neighborhood of year 1989.
FigUre 13, 1980 is the focal observation. The weights for neighboring years
decrease gradually as they move away from the focal observation, which is
expected. Weights in Figure 14 are for a boundary neighborhood of 1989. The
focal observation is no longer close to the center and the neighborhood is
skewed. In all of the above figures, it is clear that the focal observations always
have the full weight, and other observations receive lesser weights. The further
away the observation is, the smaller the weight is in general. When an
observation is outside the defined neighborhood, it has a weight of zero valqeA
3D plot, with r as 0.5, of the weights in the neighborhood around all the
observations is shown in Figure 15. It should be viewed from the "Neighboring
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Figure 15. Weight surface of K Nearest Neighbor kernel weight
(r=0.5).
Observationll axis. Slicing at years 1963, 1980 and 1989 on the IIFocal
Observationll axis parallel to the IINeighboring ObservationII axis yields the 2D
graphs shown in Figures 12 through 14. For comparison, Figure 16 shows the
weights of all observations around each focal observation with the maximum
possible number of neighbors. It is striking to see that the observations in later
years are considered differently from other years even with a maximal window
size of r = 1.0. As the focus moves to the later years, the number of neighbors
becomes smaller and the discount factors becomes larger, especially when the
focal years are in the late 1980's. Therefore, the fitting of those years with the
same functional specification as in the earlier years may be somewhat farfetched.
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Furthermore, tQe choice between Normal kernel and K Nearest Neighbor kernel
may be explain~d by Figure 17 which also uses the maximal possible window size.
The relevant observations~ after weighting for each local estimation, are
obviously lirnite~, which fIequently leads to difficulty in obtaining useful results.
Models 4A and 4B: Locally Weighted Optimization
With the determination of K Nearest Neighbor kernel weight of 0.5
window size, th~ next step is to specify the function to be fitted locally. Since
there is a hyperbolic or discrete-switching relationship between the demand and
supply, the 10caJly weighted optimization model in this case can not be claimed
as a pure non-parametric lone: even though demand and supply functions do not
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Figure 17. Weight surface of Normal kernel weight (r=infinity).
have specific parametric form!" transaction function does. The first-order
polynomial approximation of ~he demand and supply functions, together with tne
parametric transaction functio.n of a hyperbolic relation between D and S
constitute the following Model 4A:
S =A S j + F,j(CT - CTj) + ~(NMPX - NMPXj) + ~(CZX - CZX),
C =~(D + S) - ~{(D - S)2 + 4yDS
2 2
The log-likelihood function for Model 4A is
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N N N IN 2
II = LlogH(Cj) = --[1 + log(27T)] - -log[-~(Ej * kerneIJ],
j=1 2 2 Nj=1
E =C -[~(D +S) -~J(D -S? +4y2DS].
2 2
Adding error terms to D and S and maintaining the short-side transaction rule
with a discrete-switching transaction function, Model 4B is:
D =A Dj +Q'jJ(SAVl -SAVlj) +C%(DYD -DYDj) +~(YDl - YDl j) + E1 ;
S =A Sj +fS1j( CT-CT;) +~(NMPX-NMPXj) +~(CZX-CZXJ + E2 ,
C =mineD, S).
The log-likelihood function for this model is:
where hI and h2 are weighted accordingly using kernel weights:
21 EZi *kemel.
hzCSJ = __ exp( 2 '),
r::-; 202y27T02
E1 =D-[ADj+Q'jJ(SAV1-SAV1J+C%(DYD-DYDj) +~(YD1-YD1J];
E2 = S -[ASj+fSli(CT-CT;) +~(NMPX-NMPXj) +~(CZX -CZX)].
AD j and ASj are the intercepts in, or the estimated values of, the D and S
functions at observation i, respectively. Q"s are the responses of D with respect
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to its corresponding explanatory variables, SAV1, DYD and YD1 by first-order
approximatiqn. Similarly, is's are the responses of S with respect to its
corresponding explanatory variables, Cf, NMPX and CZX.
From 1954 to 1991, coefficients are estimated with respect to each of the
observations, which resulted in 38 sets of estimated intercept and response
coefficients. The lists of 38 estimated response coefficients from Model 4A and
Model 4B are in .A\ppendix D. Taking the entire sample as a whole, the
averages of the es~imated response coefficients and their standard errors using
both the hyperbolic and discrete-switching transaction functions are summarized
in Table XI. Table XII and Table XIII present the averages and standard errors
of the response coefficients before and after 1980, respectively. It is obvious that
the estimate& using different transaction functions are not fundamentally
different.
The r~sponse coefficients in Table XII and Table XIII further confirm
that there is .a structural change before and after 1980, although the magnitudes
of changes in the response coefficients are a little different from the ones shown
in Table VI ~md Tl'able VII using equal weight global fitting with a dummy
variable. The values of 15:3, which is the response of S with respect to the
changes in v~lriabll,e CZX, in the two time periods as presented in Table XII and
Table XIII are not so distinctively different as the ones shown in Table VI and
Table VII. The very low absolute values of 15:3 in the later years of the 1980's
lead to a lower mean absolute value for the entire second period. Further
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TABLE XI
AVERAGE ESTIMATES AND STANDARD ERRORS OF
THE RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS OF MODELS 4A AND 4B:
USING LOCALLY WEIGHTED OPTIMIZATION
1954-1991
Response
Coefficient
Hyperbolic
Transaction Function
Model4A
Discrete-Switching
Transaction Function
Model4B
-0.575 -0.536
Cil (0.373) (0.404)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
0.587 0.576
CiZ (0.174) (0.198)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
0.970 0.957
Ci3 (0.068) (0.071)
............................................................................................................................................................................................ 0.
1.023 1.028
iS l (0.065) (0.080)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
0.862 0.903
iSz (0.160) (0.144)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
-0.820 -0.721
~ (0.173) (0.349)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
0.000
y (0.003)
0.619
ul (0.461)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
1.482
(0.904)
investigation of the estimates in Table VI and Table VII reveals that the value of
~Z' which is the coefficient of CZX in the second time period with a dummy
variable, is insignificant. That is, there may not be a strong argument to
TABLE XII
AVERAGE ESTIMATES AND STANDARD ERRORS OF
THE RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS OF MODELS 4A AND 4B:
USING LOCALLY WEIGHTED OPTIMIZATION
1954-1979
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Response
Coefficient
Hyperbolic
Transaction Function
Model4A
Discrete-Switching
Transaction Function
Model4B
-0.801 -0.786
al (0.152) (0.074)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
0.672 0.688
az (0.089) (0.066)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
1.009 1.001
a3 (0.028) (0.021)
, .
1.033 1.046
1S1 (0.075) (0.091)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
0.776 0.911
1Sz (0.094) (0.117)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
-0.836 -0.908
~ (0.120) (0.115)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
-0.001
y (Q003)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
0.416
a1 (0.179)
..............................................................................................................................................................................................
1.606
az (1.029)
conclude that ~ is different before and after 1980 in Table VI and Table
VII.
TABLE XIII
AVERAGE ESTIMATES AND,sTANDARD ERRORS OF
THE RESPONSE COEFFICIENTI'S OF MODELS 4A AND 4B:
USING LOCALLY WEIGHTED OPTIMIZATION
1980-1991
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Response
Coefficient
Hyperbolic
TransaGtion Function
M.odel4A
Discrete-Switching
Transaction Function
Model4B
-0.084 0.005
Ci} (0.177) (0.265)
.......................................................................... , ..
0.403 0.334
Ci2 (0.175) (0.167)
.........................................................................., .
0.884 0.964
Ci3 (0.046) (0.046)
.........................................................................., .
1.003 0.988
1S} (0.026) (0.017)
.................. . ~............................ . ..
1.049 0.888
1Sz (0.104) . (0.194)
.........................................................................., ..
-0.787 -0.316
~ (0.257) (0.345)
.........................................................................., .
0.000
y (0.000)
.......................................................................... , ..
1.058
(0.577)
.......................................................................... , .
°2
1.214
(0.481)
Because the estimates obt.ained using the discrete-switching transaction
function are similar to those obt'l-ined using the hyperbolic function, only the
response coefficients from the hyperbolic tmnsaction are presented in the
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following Figure 18 and Table X~V for clarity purposes. Figure 18 graphs the
estimates of the response c~)efficients over the years. It demonstrates the
fluctuations of the response coefficients between 1954 and 1991. Table X~V
summarizes the means and standard errors of the estimated response coefficients
in various periods from 1954 to 1991.
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Figure 18. Respon~e coefficient estimates using locally weighted
optimization (Model 4A).
TABLE XIV
AVERAGE ESTIMATES AND STANDARD ERRORS OF
THE RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS OF MODEL 4A:
USING LOCALLY WEIGHTED OPTIMIZATION
VARIOUS PERIODS
90
D S C
................................................................................................................................................................................
:: ::
al i az i a3 lSI i lSz i ~ Y:: ::
. .
-0.847 0.701 1.018 1.113 ~ 0.736 ~ -0.784 0.000
54-57 (0.010) ~ (0.009) 1 (0.001) (0.000) 1 (0.001) ! (0.002) (0.000)
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
58-66 (-g'Zti) I (~:6~~) I (~:~i~) (~:~:~) I (~:~~~) I (-g;;;) (~:~~;)
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
67-77 (-g.:;~) I (~:~~i) I (~:~~~) (~:~~~) I (~:~~~) I (-g·:Z~) (~:~~~)
.....................................................................................................................................................;. .
78-79 (-gg~:) I (~:~~~) I (~:~66) (~:~:~) I (~:~~i) I (-g;ig) (~:~~~)
.................................................................................................................................................................................................
-0.253 ! 0.567 ! 0.918 0.982! 1.025 ! -0.896 0.000
80-84 (0.229)! (0.016) ! (0.033) (0.004) 1 (0.104) ! (0.039) (0.000)
.................... , t .
-0.044 i 0.484 i 0.909 0.992 i 1.185 i -1.003 0.000
85-87 (0.016) j (0.017) j (0.004) (0.005) ~ (0.011) ~ (0.028) (0.000)
..................................................................................................................................................................................................
0.041 ! 0.176 ! 0.828 1.032! 0.965 ! -0.449 0.000
88-91 (0.006) I (0.001) I (0.001) (0.001) I (0.004) I (0.007) (0.000)
From 1954 to 1957, there was a recovery period after the communists
took the power. Between 1954 and 1957, a3' the response of demand with
respect to the previous income level, is statistically significantly greater than 1.
Then, in later periods of the economic reform, it is significantly smaller than 1.
According to the Houthakker-Taylor savings function from which the demand
function is derived, a3 should be close to 1. Thus, at the beginning of the
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communist regime and after the economic reform, the relationship of demand
and supply in the consumer goods market may not be well explained by the
model intended for CPEs. Another respqnse coefficient of interest is 1S}, which is
the response of government long-term phms with relation to past consumption.
Its value oscillates around 1, with the Val\le of Jl as supply following the historical
trend of consumption. Table XIV clearly indicates that the value of B} is
significantly greater than 1 in periods of 1954-5'17, 1958-66, and 1988-91, and
significantly smaller than 1 in periods of 1,.967-717 and 1980-84. Such variation
corresponds very well to the shifting of cqnsumption component in national
income. Refer back to Figure 1 in Chapter I, where it is shown that during the
same periods when B} is greater than 1, ttJe pet'centage of consumption in
national income increased, whereas durin~ the periods when B} is smaller than 1,
the share of consumption component in qational income decreased.
From Table XIV, all the response coefficients in the periods before the
economic reform are very close. Yet, they change drastically after 1980,
especially in recent years. For example, i,n the Ilate 1980's, household savings no
longer has the same effects on demand a~ suggested by the theory. In particular,
the value of a} has changed from negative; to positive. The impact of changes in
income level on demand diminishes, reflected by a lower value of a2' During the
fast growth period, from 1985 to 1987, the; estimated value of ~ is greater than
1. In this period, personal consumption fluctuates to compensate for other
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development in the economy. That is, it behaves Cj.S a buffer for the economic
shocks as djscussed by Portes and Winter (1980).
UntH now, the present study has focused on. the structural change brought
by the econpmic reforIlll in 1980. However, examining the response coefficients
more closely exhibits the possibility of yet another /ltructural :change after 1988.
Due to the Jimited sample size, this is not tested u~ing traditional methods. This
change in n,e later years may actually be a change in the sptjcifications of
demand ane' supply functions. In fact, it is very difficult to get satisfactory
estimation results for the later years with all the rellPonse coefficients complying
with the pre:ordained restrictions. The estimations may converge more easily and
have higher maximum llikelihood function values if the response coefficients are
not forced tp take values within certain ranges. It may be reasonable to suggest
another set of explanatory variables for the model, since in recent years the
economic p~)licies have :changed from passive control to mone freedom with
active regul~ltion. For example, interest rates and ~nonetary supply have been
adjusted, and the stock Imarket has opened although it is to at limited degree.
In summary, it is evident that there is a stru~tural chaltlge around 1980,
and the rest,lts from bOith global fitting of structural change and locally weighted
estimation Qlethods are consistent. In addition to &howing the response
coefficient changes around 1980, the results from 19cally weighted optimization
also uncove~' other response coefficient variations Qver the years without
compromisi~lg the degree of freedom in model estiplation. It: is important to
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emphasize that the functional forms of demand and supply are not specified in
the locally weighted estimation. The demand and supply estimated by both
global fitting and locally weighted fitting methods show that the Portes-Winter
specification can describe the Chinese consumer goods market fairly well, with
the exception in the later years when the Chinese economy is no longer a pure
centrally controlled system. Except in the late 1980's, the value of response
coefficients vary during the recent years, but they are still well within the
theoretical ranges. For the later years when the characteristics of the economy
changed, the technique of locally weighted fitting makes it possible to estimate
the demand and supply without extensive effort to search for the appropriate
functional forms to represent them.
CHAPTER V
EXCESS DEMAND EVALUATION
Based on the parameters estimated in Chapter IV, this chapter evaluates
the state of consumer goods market in China: the state of excess demand
(shortage) and excess supply (surplus). This chapter will also compare the
results of excess demand and excess supply obtained from the two fitting
methods, global fitting and locally weighted fitting. Because the results from the
hyperbolic and discrete-switching transaction functions are essentially the same,
parameters estimated using the hyperbolic transaction function (Model 2A and
Model 4A) are adopted in the present evaluation of excess demand and excess
supply.
V.l EXCESS DEMAND ESTIMATES FROM THE GLOBAL ESTIMATION
OF STRUcrURAL CHANGE (MODEL 2A)
Recall that Model 2A is a disequilibrium model of structural change using
the dummy variable approach. In Table XV, together with the actual
transaction, the estimated demand (b), supply (s) as well as transaction
po, 1A A Iv b A 2 2A A(c=Z(D+S)-Z ( -S) +4y uS) are listed for Model 2A. Also in the table are
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the relative excess demand ((D-C)/C) and relative excess supply ((S-C)/C) as
percentages of fitted consumption. The asterisk marks the significance of excess
demand or excess supply in two standard errors. All quantity series are
expressed in real terms, billions of 1952 Chinese yuan.
TABLE XV
ESTIMATED D, S AND C FROM MODEL 2A
b s
(D-C)/C (S-C)/C
Year C C (%) (%)
54 49.13 49.05 49.05 50.24 0.00 2.43 *
55 53.42 52.52 52.52 53.98 0.00 2.79 *
56 56.90 57.29 57.47 57.29 0.32 0.00
57 59.76 59.33 59.33 60.65 0.00 2.21
58 62.11 61.71 63.31 61.71 2.60 0.00
59 57.07 57.03 60.43 57.03 5.97 * 0.00
60 53.77 54.87 54.87 60.19 0.00 9.70 *
61 50.04 51.48 51.48 61.42 0.00 19.31 *
62 52.69 50.26 50.26 64.50 0.00 28.33 *
63 59.54 60.38 60.38 66.48 0.00 10.11 *
64 64.71 64.60 64.60 69.09 0.00 6.94 *
65 72.39 71.16 71.16 71.16 0.00 0.00
66 77.47 76.60 77.51 76.60 1.18 0.00
67 82.07 80.87 80.87 81.57 0.00 0.86
68 81.42 81.53 83.39 81.53 2.28 * 0.00
69 85.89 84.35 84.35 87.31 0.00 3.52 *
70 91.92 90.92 90.92 93.45 0.00 2.78 *
71 95.52 96.60 97.65 96.60 1.08 * 0.00
72 100.65 100.08 100.08 102.49 0.00 2.40 *
73 108.42 107.99 107.99 109.43 0.00 1.33 *
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TABLE XV
ESTIMATED D, S AND C FROM MODEL 2A
(continued)
c c b s
(b-C)/c (S-C)/C
Year (%) (%)
74 110.50 111.61 111.61 113.20 0.00 1.43 *
75 114.53 114.62 114.62 119.16 0.00 3.96 *
76 118.40 118.84 118.84 125.90 0.00 5.94 *
77 121.26 121.33 121.33 129.91 0.00 7.07 *
78 129.12 130.23 130.23 136.28 0.00 4.64 *
79 139.58 140.58 140.58 147.54 0.00 4.95 *
80 154.72 153.97 153.97 155.40 0.00 0.93
81 167.52 166.80 166.80 172.32 0.00 3.31 *
82 178.72 177.93 177.93 187.84 0.00 5.57 *
83 193.74 195.39 195.39 204.37 0.00 4.60 *
84 217.82 219.65 228.85 219.65 4.19 * 0.00
85 249.94 247.61 251.87 247.61 1.72 * 0.00
86 264.48 266.46 274.11 266.46 2.87 * 0.00
87 284.09 282.76 301.88 282.76 6.76 * 0.00
88 308.49 308.46 308.46 322.21 0.00 4.46 *
89 310.61 310.79 310.79 330.30 0.00 6.28 *
90 322.24 325.42 364.43 325.42 11.99 * 0.00
91 353.58 350.71 401.43 350.71 14.46 * 0.00
Figure 19 is a graphical display of the estimated net excess demand (b-S)
with two-standard-error range of the equilibrium (zero excess demand). The
graph demonstrates clearly that the status of the consumer goods market
alternates between excess demand and excess supply.
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Figure 19. Estimated excess demand with two-standard-error range of
equilibrium from global fitting.
The pattern of excess demand and excess supply in the above table agrees
fairly well with the history of the Chinese economyl. When the economy
gradually recovered from what was left by the Nationalist government, there was
the "Great Leap Forward" from 1957 to 1960. Those years were aimed at
doubling the output from agriculture and steel production, and the movement
distorted the normal proportion of various production departments and damaged
1. Estimation results from the discrete-switching model include the
probability of an observation being in excess demand. Those probabilities, in
general, agree with the significance shown in Table XV. The probabilities are
listed in Appendix C.
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resources. Not only were the goals not achieved, but there was also a shortage
of consumer goods.
In the early 1960's, there were severe natural disasters coupled with huge
debt repayment in the form of both monetary and physical goods. Table XV
does not reflect such a hardship on consumers during those years. This may be
the result of different accounting procedures and data problems. There is no
data available on the debt payment with physical goods.
Not long after the economy started to recover from the disasters, ten
years of turmoil during the Cultural Revolution, between 1966 and 1976, brought
the economy to a halt. However, there were years with excess supply. During
the decade, purchasing power was hindered due to the slow growth of disposable
personal income. In the late 1970's, the enthusiasm of "revolution" declined and
production activities partially resumed. Near the end of that period, national
income increased without much additional investment in fixed assets. (See
Figure 2 in Chapter I.) Moreover, blind production without adequate planning
could not meet the demand for many goods at the same time resulting in huge
inventories and waste of others.
At the end of 1979, the government started the reform process to
stimulate the economy. Due to insufficient information and lack of distribution
channels, and due also to the fact that enterprises were in the early stages of
managing their own activities, as well as government intervention, the economy
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oscillated between producing too much or not enough to meet the demand ofl
cor sumer goods.
Non-existence of persistent shortage (excess demand) may seem to be
can tradictory to the history when consumers have not been satisfied with what
the: can purchase. However, such dissatisfaction can be of two kinds. First, the
goe ds which consumers want are not available or are insufficient. Second, the:
can sumer purchasing power is limited. If it has been the former situation for !a
period of time, there will be persistent shortage. Savings will accumulat~ as ,
can sumers are forced to save. In the latter case, chronic shortage will n~)t be I
pre ent although customers are dissatisfied. The Chinese economy seems to be
of the latter situation. Further discussion of the relationship between ex~ess I
den and and savings is given in the following section.
V.2 EXCESS DEMAND ESTIMATES FROM
THE LOCALLY WEIGHTED FITTING
(MODEL4A)
Table XVI lists the estimates of demand, supply and transaction ip the I
Chinese consumer goods market using the technique of locally weighted
opt: mization. All columns have the same definitions and interpretations as in I
Tat Ie XV. In particular, the estimates of D and S are the estimates of the
constant terms in the non-parametric approximation of demand and supply, APi
and ASj , respectively. (See section IV.3.)
TABLE XVI
ESTIMATED D, SAND C FROM MODEL 4A
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c c b S
(b-C)/c (S-C)/C
Year (%) (%)
54 49.13 49.28 49.28 49.68 0.00 0.81
55 53.42 52.89 52.89 53.58 0.00 1.31
56 56.90 57.10 57.87 57.10 1.36 0.00
57 59.76 59.76 59.76 60.61 0.00 1.42
58 62.11 61.89 63.79 61.89 3.07 * 0.00
59 57.07 57.43 59.74 57.43 4.01 * 0.00
60 53.77 54.23 54.23 60.44 0.00 11.45 *
61 50.04 51.42 51.42 61.31 0.00 19.23 *
62 52.69 50.29 50.29 63.72 0.00 26.70 *
63 59.54 60.29 60.29 66.15 0.00 9.71 *
64 64.71 65.05 65.05 69.46 0.00 6.78 *
65 72.39 71.98 72.10 71.98 0.17 0.00
66 77.47 77.10 79.43 77.10 3.02 * 0.00
67 82.07 82.04 82.54 82.04 0.60 * 0.00
68 81.42 81.44 84.50 81.44 3.75 * 0.00
69 85.89 85.59 85.59 87.19 0.00 1.87 *
70 91.92 91.85 91.85 93.63 0.00 1.94 *
71 95.52 95.57 98.38 95.57 2.94 * 0.00
72 100.65 100.62 100.62 101.32 0.00 0.70 *
73 108.42 108.10 108.10 108.10 0.00 0.00
74 110.50 110.77 111.72 110.77 0.86 * 0.00
75 114.53 114.67 114.67 115.87 0.00 1.05 *
76 118.40 118.70 118.70 121.78 0.00 2.59 *
77 121.26 121.02 121.02 123.92 0.00 2.40 *
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TABLE XVI
ESTIMATED D, S AND C FROM MODEL 4A
(continued)
c C D S
(D-C)/C (S-C)/C
Year (%) (%)
78 129.12 128.85 128.85 128.85 0.00 0.00
79 139.58 139.57 140.23 139.57 0.47 * 0.00
80 154.72 154.77 154.77 158.14 0.00 2.18 *
81 167.52 167.52 167.52 172.34 0.00 2.88 *
82 178.72 178.97 178.97 185.09 0.00 3.42 *
83 193.74 194.54 194.54 201.20 0.00 3.42 *
84 217.82 218.82 218.82 221.45 0.00 1.20 *
85 249.94 248.39 248.39 248.39 0.00 0.00
86 264.48 266.97 269.12 266.97 0.81 * 0.00
87 284.09 282.61 294.64 282.61 4.26 * 0.00
88 308.49 309.06 309.06 317.54 0.00 2.74 *
89 310.61 309.74 309.74 326.12 0.00 5.29 *
90 322.24 322.07 322.07 329.87 0.00 2.42 *
91 353.58 353.57 376.39 353.57 6.45 * 0.00
Based on the estimates from the locally weighted estimation, Figure 20
plots the net excess demand (D-S) with the two-standard-error range from the
equilibrium (zero excess demand). As discussed earlier, excess demand and
excess supply do not coexist. The negative excess demand in the figure is
actually the excess supply. It is evident that the status of the Chinese consumer
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Figure 20. Estimated excess demand with two-standard-error range of
equilibrium from locally weighted fitting.
goods market fluctuate between excess demand and excess supply, with neither
being persistent.
As discussed earlier in Chapter III and Chapter IV, the technique of
locally weighted optimization does not impose any restrictions on the functional
forms of demand and supply, and it specifies only the general relationship
between the dependent and independent variables. However, the present model
is not purely non-parametric, since the C function has a specific hyperbolic
functional form to enforce the short-side rule relation between D and S. The
comparison between Table XV and Table XVI may shed light on whether the
model of structural change estimated with global fitting is correct. Table XVII
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TABLE XVII
DIFFERENCES IN ESTIMATES BY GLOBAL FITTING I
AND LOCALLY WEIGHTED FITTING
Year
54
Global Fitting
Model2A
Excess Supply
Locally Weighted
Fitting
Model4A
..................................................................................................................................................., ..
55 Excess Supply
..................................................................................................................................................., ' .
58 Excf;.sS Demand
.................................................. , •• ..••••••••• .. • •••• f·· ••• •••••••••••• ..'····· ..·., ••••••••
66 Excf;.sS Demand
...................................................................................................................................................'" n .
67 Excf;.sS Demand
..................................................................................................................................................../ .
71 Excf;.sS Demand
..................................................................................................................................................../ .
73 Excess Supply
....................................................................................................................... ··········· ·············v····· ··················· .
74 Excess Supply Exce;.ss Demand!
...................................................................................................................................................\' ft •••••••••••••••••
78 Excess Supply
..................................................................................................................................................." ft .
79 Excess Supply Exce;.ss Demand
...................................................................................................................................................\ .
84 Excess Demand Excess Supply I
...................................................................................................................................................., " .
85 Excess Demand
...................................................................................................................................................., " .
90 Excess Demand Exc.ess Supply I
lists the conflicting or inconsistent results in some of the ye~rs by the two fitting
methods. The blank cells indicate that the market imbalance, excess demand or
excess supply, does not exist or is statistically insignificant in the corresponding
years. There are four years where the claim of excess demC\nd or excess supply
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is truly in conflict between the two methods, and eight years where one method
shows significant excess demand or excess supply while another shows
insignificance. The estimation in the first and last several years by the locally
weighted fitting may be influenced by the boundary effect, since those years are
not in the center of the locally weighted neighborhood. (Refer to Figure 14 of
Chapter IV.) The differences in 1974, 1979 and 1984 may be understood as
"outliers" in the sample. In Table XV, the neighboring years of 1974 and 1979
all have excess supply, significant or not. Thus, those two years may have been
forced to have the same estimation outcome as their neighboring years.
However, in the locally weighted fitting, they are free to take on different
coefficients than others, which results in different market status. From Figure 19
of Chapter IV, there are clearly changes in response coefficient values in both
1979 and 1984.
Figures 21 and 22 plot the estimated gross excess demand (b-e) and
gross excess supply (S-e) by the global fitting of structural change model and
locally weighted estimation. In the 1960's, excess demand from the locally
weighted fitting method is more than that from global fitting. The locally
weighted estimation also confirms that there are more years when the consumer
goods market is in excess supply than in excess demand. And, in general, the
extent of excess demand and excess supply estimated using the locally weighted
fitting are not as great as using the global fitting. Neither global fitting nor
locally weighted estimation demonstrates a pattern of persistent excess demand.
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Figure 21. Estimated excess demand from global and locally
weighted fittings.
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Figure 22. Estimated excess supply from global and locally
weighted fittings.
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Figure 23 depicts the trends of savings and excess demand from both the
global fitting and locally weighted estimation between 1954 and 1991. The
negative excess demand in the figure is the excess supply as the result of no
coexistence of excess demand and excess supply. Before 1980, the estimated
excess demand synchronized with the change in savings. That is, households
saved more when there was not much goods to buy. During the late 1950's and
the early 1960's, households did not have enough money to make purchases even
though their savings were depleted. However, in the later years, such synchrony
between excess demand and savings is no longer perfect. Yet, the above
discussion does not suggest the existence of forced savings where savings is built
up due to a persistent shortage of goods. Savings may be "forced" in some year
after the economic reform began. As shown in Table II of Chapter I, the
economy took off at a very high speed in 1984. By 1988, the economy slowed
due to a government planned retrenchment, except that the household financial
assets (mainly savings) were still growing. Figure 23 shows that during the same
period, from 1984 to 1988, the consumer goods market suffered from a high level
of unsatisfied demand. In 1988, the degree of depletion in personal wealth may
have prompted cautious spending for a short time. Then again, in the early
1990's, accompanied by a slower production sector of the economy, the excess
demand resurfaced at an even greater magnitude, and savings accumulated.
Figure 24 shows the changes in price index and excess demand estimated
by both global and locally weighted fitting methods. In general, prices did not
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Figure 23. Savings and estimated excess demand from global and
locally weighted fittings.
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Figure 24. Change in consumer price index and estimated excess
demand from global and locally weighted fittings.
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fluctuate very much, even in the early years of the economic reform. Price level
has been relatively rigid. But the rigidity did not cause imbalance in demand and
supply in the early years when the government had overall control of economic
activities. From 1960 to 1962, prices increased drastically due to the perceived
shortage caused by natural disaster and debt payment. Such an increase in price
level may have contributed further to the appearance of excess supply when
household income was at a low level. After the economic reform was initiated,
prices began to adjust. Increases in price level did not suppress demand
between 1984 and 1987, but they did discourage consumption in 1988 and 1989.
That is, the adjustments in price level do not seem to have been effective in
regulating the demand and supply in the Chinese consumer goods market.
CHAPTER VI
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
This is an in-depth study on the structural change and transition of the
Chinese consumer goods market from 1954 to 1991 using disequilibrium
econometric methodology. During the study period, the Chinese economy
gradually changed from a pure centrally planned system toward a market
competition type of economy.
For this study of consumer goods market, the Portes-Winter (1980) model
for the consumer goods market in centrally planned economies is adopted. In
the model, the demand function is derived from the Houthakker-Taylor savings
function. The supply function is composed of approximations to the
government's long-term and short-term plans. The historical trend of
consumption is used to approximate the long-term plans, and levels of
adjustments to national income, investment and public consumption are the
approximations to short-term plans. The transaction quantity in the market is
defined as the smaller of effective demand and effective supply. The model used
in this research, which is a little different from the Portes-Winter model, is
described in detail in Chapter III.
Major findings of the study are:
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Non-Persistent Market Disequilibrium Status
Many studies have hinted that, in centrally planned economies, there have
been persistent shortage of consumer goods. The consumer goods market is
cleared of excess demand by means of forced substitution and quantity rationing
on the demand side. Such market clearance is often accompanied by forced
savings. From the discussions in Chapter V, however, it is evident that chronic
shortage does not exist in the Chinese consumer goods market. If there had
been forced substitution of consumer goods in the microeconomic markets, the
substitution may have been close to perfect since there was no persistent savings
accumulation, especially before the economic reform, and there is no coexistence
of excess demand and excess supply. Figure 23 in Chapter V displays that the
market status fluctuates between excess demand and excess supply, and the
fluctuation synchronizes with the level of household savings. As a matter of fact,
excess supply occurs in more years than excess demand, although it is not
persistent either.
In later 1979, the economic reform in the Chinese economy was initiated.
The low level of consumption before 1980 and the fast accumulation of savings
since 1980 can be understood as an indication that the absence of chronic
shortage is the end effect of lasting control of the government on the purchasing
power through repressing households' income. The strict implementation of
rationing coupons and quantity quotas may have had more impact on controlling
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price levels when productivity and national output were relatively low than in
controlling how much households could purchase.
Non-Effective Price Change !
It is suggestf;,d that disequilibrium status in centrally planned economies
are caused by a fix~d price policy. It is clear that the price level in the Chinese
consumer goods m~lrket has been almost unchanged over the years, especially
before the econom~c reform. However, such rigidity not only does not regulate
the level of deman~l and supply, but also does not cause both demand and supply
in the market to be out of balance in the long run, as illustrated in Chapter V.
It seems to contradict the the(])ry that in later years when price level starts to
change, the extent (~f excess demand and excess supply becomes greater. (See
Figures 21 and 22 ip Chapter ':V.) However, both Table XVI and Table XVII
show that the relative excess demand and excess supply with respect to realized
consumption has n~)t changed lin the later years. In Figure 24, change in price
level and excess de~nand have! a certain relationship, but it is not clear in which
direction the causal effect is and to what extent the price change affects excess
demand and/or exc~ss supply. I
Market Structure Change due to Shifts of Government Policies
Applying cla~sical diseq:uilibrium econometric analysis, several models with
and without structural change lare estimated and tested. Structural change is
assumed to have oc;curred when the economic reform began in late 1979, and is
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tested with the dummy variable approach and the sample separation approach.
As demonstrated in Table VIII, Chapter IV, all the models with structural
change are better than the one without. That is, the structures of the demand
and supply functions of the Chinese consumer goods market h~ve changed since
the economic reform in 1980. According to the estimates in Table VI and Table
VII, and again in Table XII and Table XIII, on the demand side, the household
savings in the previous year very much affects the level of demand before the
economic reform, but not after, due to the changes in income level and
expectations about future consumption; the change in income level and income
in the previous year influences the level of demand with little difference in
magnitude before and after 1980. In the supply function, the effect of
adjustments to national income increases, because of the increasing deviation in
the trends of national income and personal consumption resulted from the
decentralized government authority in the 1980's. Table XIV shows the
coefficient variations in different periods over the years.
Variate Fitness of the Portes-Winter Model for the Consumer Goods Market in
CPEs
Additional findings of the Chinese consumer goods market in transition
are obtained by utilizing locally weighted optimization to the traditional
disequilibrium model. As detailed in Chapter III, the locally weighted
optimization is a local fitting process centered on one observation at a time with
gradually changing weights based on the closeness of the observations involved.
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This non-parametric method is applied to test the variations in the response
coefficients during the period between 1954 and 1991 without presumption about
the functional forms of demand and supply. The estimation results in Chapter
IV confirm that the Chinese consumer goods market in the early years can be
fairly accurately described by the demand and supply functions designed by
Portes and Winter for centrally planned economies. The structures of demand
and supply functions have changed since the economic reform. The vibrant
fluctuations of the coefficient values in the late 1980's may indicate the
continuing change and transformation of the economy away from a pure
centrally planned system, and illustrate the possibility of a redefinition of the
model for such a market.
CHAPTER VII
FUTURE RESEARCH
The present research has covered only one of the markets in the entire
Chinese economy. More work can be done based on the results and conclusions
discussed in the preceding chapters. Furthermore, all the previously known
centrally planned economies are undergoing various degrees of economic reform.
The study of the Chinese consumer goods market may provide certain insight on
the transitions toward a new form of economy. The following discussion lists the
problems encountered in the present research, and suggests future work in this
field.
Problems in the Current Research
Although the fundamental specification and approximation of demand and
supply functions are all linear, the restriction dictated by the hyperbolic
transaction function or the discrete-switching transaction function makes the
model non-linear. As with other non-linear models, the estimation results are
sensitive to the initial solutions.
Evidently, the residuals from both Model 1 and Model 2 are serial
correlated. However, up to fourth-order autoregressive and/or moving average
processes have been tried and failed to correct the problems. This implies that
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the structure of serial correlation may be different in order and/or in type over
the entire period. The results from the locally weighted optimization also exhibit
the same problem. Although the hyperbolic transaction function makes it
possible to handle the autocorrelation problem, the correction to the model is
inherently impossible due to the limited number of observations available and
the complicated non-linear structure of the model.
Further Research based on Current Results
On the current model, the future improvement can be made on
estimation methodology to correct for autocorrelation and to enhance the
convergence process in the non-linear estimation.
In addition, future research may include a cross-section model by region.
Due to geographic and climatic differences, as well as to different strategic and
economic development emphases of the central and local governments,
consumption behavior of households will be different in various regions. A time-
series model considering the entire country as a whole may not reflect the
regional characteristics of such consumption patterns. The supply function of a
regional model should incorporate the local governments' plans in addition to the
restrictions dictated by the central government.
Multi-Market Model
Beyond the single consumption goods market, labor and investment
markets may be added and integrated to investigate multi-market interactions in
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a disequilibrium framework. Theoretically, households' income earned from the
participation in labor market determines the households' consumption behavior,
and activities in the investment market compete with the consumption market
for the same production factors. In China, the labor market has become active
only in recent years, and the investment market is no longer dominated by the
government plans and funding. Moreover, it may be fruitful to construct a
model incorporating the money market in China, and compare the results with
those proposed by Yi (1993) and others.
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APPENDIX A
INPUT DATA SERIES
Quantity Variables of the Chinese Consumer Goods Market
Price Deflators
QUANTITY VARIABLES OF
THE CHINESE CONSUMER GOODS MARKET
This iinput file contains t~le quantity variables describing the Chinese
consumer goods market. It is r~ferred to as CHINAC.NEW in the computer
prograrps. The variables are:
NMP =; National Income Avail~lble
C = P~rsonal Consumption
G = Pt.lblic Consumption
I = Investment of Fixed Assets
WC = Investment of Working ~:apitall
MY = Hous,ehold Monetary Im;ome:1 wages, sales of agricultural products, loans,
~tc., excluding income in the fmm of physical goods and services
ME = Household Monetary Expendilture: purchases of goods and services, taxes,
~'epayment of loans, etc., excluding exchanges of physical goods and
~ervices
M = F~nancial Assets
All terms are in nominal billion Chinese yuan. Monetary Income and
Expenditure. are survey data. S9urcel China Statistical Yearbook, 1989, 1990,
1991 aI'jd 1992.
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YEAR NMP e G I we MY ME M
1952 60.7 43.4 4.3 5.7 7.3 30.77 29.65 3.06
1953 72.7 50.8 5.1 8.5 8.3 38.35 36.93 4.48
1954 76.5 52.7 4.3 10.9 8.6 41.15 40.45 5.18
1955 80.7 57.5 4.7 10.9 7.6 42.12 41.75 5.55
1956 88.8 61.3 5.8 17.9 3.8 51.13 49.21 7.47
1957 93.5 64.9 5.3 14.0 9.3 52.25 50.85 8.87
1958 111.7 68.3 5.5 28.0 9.9 61.57 58.49 11.95
1959 127.4 64.1 7.5 37.2 18.6 73.27 69.56 15.66
1960 126.4 68.3 8.0 39.9 10.2 77.01 75.03 17.64
1961 101.3 75.5 6.3 14.8 4.7 69.36 66.84 20.16
1962 94.8 78.1 6.8 9.6 0.3 61.43 66.16 15.43
1963 104.7 79.3 7.1 13.3 5.0 64.69 65.58 14.54
1964 118.4 84.1 8.0 20.3 6.0 70.12 69.08 15.58
1965 134.7 89.5 8.7 25.3 11.2 74.99 72.86 17.71
1966 153.5 96.9 9.6 30.7 16.3 82.23 78.48 21.46
1967 142.8 102.6 9.8 20.2 10.2 83.71 81.76 23.41
1968 140.9 102.0 9.1 16.6 13.2 80.98 78.43 25.96
1969 153.7 106.8 11.2 27.8 7.9 84.53 84.85 25.64
1970 187.6 114.5 11.3 41.9 19.9 90.65 91.24 25.05
1971 200.8 119.5 12.9 46.8 21.6 101.54 98.82 27.77
1972 205.2 126.3 14.1 47.9 16.9 110.89 108.73 29.93
1973 225.2 136.4 14.7 50.2 23.9 121.09 117.36 33.66
1974 229.1 139.6 15.4 55.3 18.8 126.92 123.34 37.24
1975 245.1 145.0 17.1 64.8 18.2 137.10 134.40 39.94
1976 242.4 150.2 17.4 62.3 12.5 144.76 142.32 42.38
1977 257.3 155.3 18.8 64.5 18.7 154.17 152.91 43.64
1978 297.5 167.3 21.5 78.3 30.4 171.67 167.24 48.07
1979 335.6 191.0 28.5 83.8 32.3 204.40 192.62 58.52
1980 369.6 222.3 30.8 89.3 27.2 248.74 228.21 79.05
1981 390.5 247.3 32.6 77.8 32.8 269.73 250.73 98.05
1982 429.0 268.8 36.6 96.9 26.7 297.11 277.26 117.90
1983 477.9 295.7 40.1 112.5 29.6 338.08 310.91 145.07
1984 570.1 339.5 51.0 145.3 34.3 437.06 384.70 197.43
1985 750.7 424.0 63.9 188.3 74.5 553.68 498.68 252.43
1986 849.6 477.3 77.9 219.6 74.8 629.00 550.50 320.96
1987 968.4 550.2 88.4 271.8 58.0 751.80 649.30 423.46
1988 1226.9 699.5 104.3 336.0 87.1 954.07 828.07 549.46
1989 1359.6 776.1 124.4 283.5 175.6 1073.36 924.30 698.52
1990 1438.3 820.2 146.1 300.8 171.2 1181.06 967.26 912.32
1991 1606.1 924.4 167.5 379.6 134.6 1351.86 1102.09 1162.09
PRICE DEFLATORS
This input file includes all the price deflators for the variables in file
CHINAC.NEW. The base year of the deflators is 1952. The file is called
CHINAP.PRN in the computer programs. The variables are:
PNMP52 = National Income Deflator, derived from National Income Index
PC52 = Personal Consumption Deflator, derived from Personal Consumption
Index
CPI52 = Consumer Goods Price Index
CPISW52 = Consumer Goods Price Index for Employees in State-owned Units
PG52 = Public Consumption Deflator, derived from Public Consumption Index
Source: China Statistical Yearbook, 1989, 1990, 1991 and 1992.
YEAR PNMP52 PC52 CPI52 CPISW52 PG52
1952 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00 100.00
1953 105.59 106.31 103.40 105.11 98.26
1954 105.30 107.27 105.81 106.58 94.52
1955 104.28 107.63 106.89 106.93 92.47
1956 102.29 107.74 106.89 106.84 94.06
1957 100.76 108.60 108.50 109.61 93.09
1958 101.67 109.97 108.77 108.40 92.96
1959 102.71 112.32 109.75 108.74 92.28
1960 104.03 127.02 113.15 111.52 93.96
1961 120.79 150.88 131.48 129.52 101.32
1962 119.84 148.23 136.49 134.46 101.18
1963 117.17 133.18 128.44 126.49 104.44
1964 117.28 129.97 123.70 121.82 101.50
1965 119.29 123.63 120.39 120.35 100.16
1966 116.57 125.08 120.04 118.87 99.49
1967 117.81 125.02 119.14 118.10 99.35
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1968 119.94 125.28 119.23 118.18 99.87
1969 114.87 124.35 117.89 119.31 98.55
1970 111.00 124.56 117.62 119.31 98.50
1971 111.84 125.10 116.73 119.22 98.23
1972 111.83 125.49 116.46 119.39 98.00
1973 112.06 125.81 117.17 119.48 98.41
1974 112.23 126.34 117.80 120.26 98.47
1975 110.46 126.60 117.98 120.78 98.78
1976 110.03 126.86 118.34 121.13 98.48
1977 111.20 128.07 120.75 124.42 98.83
1978 112.71 129.57 121.56 125.28 98.97
1979 117.25 136.84 123.97 127.62 99.83
1980 121.28 143.68 131.40 137.23 104.43
1981 123.56 147.62 134.53 140.69 104.93
1982 123.41 150.40 137.12 143.55 104.42
J983 124.82 152.63 139.18 146.41 104.22
1984 131.11 155.86 143.11 150.39 104.69
1985 143.49 169.64 155.72 168.31 107.27
1986 149.17 180.47 165.03 180.09 110.08
1987 160.41 193.67 177.10 195.93 112.57
1988 181.63 226.75 209.84 236.45 124.19
1989 196.71 249.86 247.23 274.98 140.43
1990 204.28 254.53 252.42 278.53 141.52
1991 212.71 261.44 259.75 292.73 143.49
APPENDIX B
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
With or W~thout' pummy Variable Using Hyperbolic and Discrete-
Switching Transaction Functions: Models lA, lB, 2A and 2B
Locally Weighted Optimization Using Hyperbolic and Discrete-
Switching Transaction Functions: Models 4A and 4B
WITH OR WITHOUT DUMMY VARIABLE USING HYPERBOLIC AND
DISCRETE-SWITCHING TRANSACTION FUNCTIONS:
MODELS 1A, 1B, 2A AND 2B
The following is the GAUSS program for estimating models with or
without structural change, using hyperbolic or discrete-switching transaction
functions: Models 1A, 1B, 2A and 2B. NLOPT.GCG used in this program is a
nonlinear optimization library in GAUSS, which is available from the
Econometrics Lab at Portland State University.
/*
** Disequilibrium Consumption Goods Market: China
** Model1A and Model1B: No Structural Change
** Model 2A and Model 2B: Dummy Variable Approach
** Data Range: 1952-1991
** Estimation period: 1954-1991
*/
use nlopt;
/* Dummy Variable: O=no (Modell), l=yes (Model 2) */
dmy_ex=O;
/* Type of Transaction Function:
l=Hyperbolic (Model A), 2=Discrete-Switching (Model B) */
tr type=l'
- ,
/* Open Output Files */
if dmy_ex==O; @ no structural change @
if tr_type==l; @ hyperbolic function @
output file=doc\m1a.out reset;
print liModel 1A";
print 'Hyperbolic Transaction Funciton";
else; @ discrete-switching function @
output file=doc\m1b.out reset;
print liModel 1B";
print "Discrete-Switching Transaction Funciton";
@ m~tional income available @
@ pe;,rsoilial consumption @
@ ptlblic consumption @
@ investment of fixed assets @
@ investment of working capital @
@ financial assets @
endif;
print IINo Structural Changell ;
else; @ structural change @
if tr type==l'
- ,
output file=doc\m2a.out r~set;1
print liModel IBII;
print IIHyperboIic Transaction Funcitonll;
else;
output file=doc\m2b.out r~set;1
print liModel 2BII;
print IIDiscrete-Switching Transaction Funcitonll;
endif;
print IIStructural Change in D, S a.nd C";
endif;
/* Load Data */
n=41;
load x[n,9] =doc\chinac.new;
year=x[2:n,1];
nmp=x[2:n,2];
c=x[2:n,3];
g=x[2:n,4];
i=x[2:n,5];
wc=x[2:n,6];
m=x[2:n,9];
clear x;
load x[n,6]=doc\chinap.prn; I
pnmp52=x[2:n,2]; @ n~tional income deflator @
pc52=x[2:n,3]; @ pe;,rsoilial consumption deflator @
cpi52=x[2:n,4];
pg52=x[2:n,6]; @ ptlblic consumption deflator @
clear x;
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/* Data Transformation */
nmp = lOO*nmp./pnmp52;
c= 100*c./pc52;
g= 100*g./pg52;
i= 100*i./pnmp52;
wc= lOO*wc./pnmp52;
m=100*m./cpi52;
ms=m-Iagn(m,l);
yd=c+ms;
@ real nmp @
@ real personal consumption @
@ real public consumption @
@ re.al investment in fixed asstets @
@ re.al investment in working capital @
@ real financial asset @
@ real sa.ving @
@ real disposable income @
ct=trend2(c);
nmpt=trend2(nmp);
nmpx=(ct./nmpt).*(nmp-nmpt);
czx=«(g+i+wc)./nmp)-(trend2(g+i+wc)./nmpt)).*nmp;
mx=m-trend2(m);
/* Explanatory Variables in Demand and Supply Equations */
xcd=lagn(ms,l)-(yd-lagn(yd,l))-lagn(yd,l);
@ Houthakker-Taylor CD specification @
xcs=ct-nmpx-czx;
if dmy_ex; @ structural change @
dmy=dummydn(year,1979,1);
xcd=xcd-(dmy.*xcd);
xcs=xcs-(dmy.*xcs);
else;
print;
print 'Demand Functionll;;
print year-xcd;
print;
print IISupply Functionll;;
print year-xcs;
endif;
/* Initial Solution from OLS Estimation */
0Is_s=1954-1952+1; @ ms lost one, lag(ms) lost another @
c1=c[0Is_s:rows(c)];
xcd1=xcd[0Is_s:rows(xcd),.];
xcs1=xcs[0Is_s:rows(xcs),.];
bcd=c1/xcd1;
bcs=cl/xcs1;
/* Maximum Likelihood Estimation */
max_s=1954-1952+ 1;
year=year[max_s:rows(year)];
c=c[max_s:rows(c)];
xcd=xcd[max_s:rows(xcd),.];
xcs=xcs[max_s:rows(xcs),.];
xc=xcd-xcs;
if dmy_ex;
dmy=dmy[max_s:rows(dmy),.];
xc=xc-dmy;
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print year-dmy;
endif;
call reset;
iter=100'
- ,
conv=l'
- ,
_tol=O.OOl;
deriv=2'
- ,
riter=20'
- ,
@ convergence in function value and solution @
@ use both symmetric first and second derivatives @
@ iteration limit for R-value in QHC @
nd=cols(xcd);
ns =cols(xcs);
if tr_type==l; @ hyperbolic function @
bc=bcd Ibcs 10;
if dmy-ex;
bc=bcIO;
endif;
_method=6; @ modified Quadratic Hill-Climbing method @
{bc,vbc}=maxIik(&IIf_h,c-xc,bc);
else; @ discrete-switching function @
bc=bcd Ibcs 11110;
_method=6;
{bc,vbc}=maxIik(&IlCd,c-xc,bc);
endif;
{bcd,bcs,cd,cs,cc} =result(c-xc,bc);
print;
/* Final results */
/*******/
print "Final Results";
. t II II.prIn -------------,
@ Variance-Covariance Matrix of D, Sand D-S @
vbcd=vbc[l:nd,l:nd];
vbcs=vbc[nd+ l:nd+ns,nd+ l:nd+ns];
vbcdcs=vbc[1:nd,nd+ l:nd+ns];
vcd=xcd*vbcd*xcd';
vcs=xcs*vbcs*xcs';
vcdcs=xcd*vbcdcs*xcs';
print;
print II VAR(CD) VAR(CS) VAR(CD-CS)";;
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print diag(vcd)-di:~g(vcs)-(diag(vcd) +diag(vcs)-2*diag(vcdcs));
SII..
"
Pr(D>S)II;;
D
SD
CC (fitted C)
@ Estimated Demflnd, Supply and Transaction @
if tr_type==l; @ hyperbolic function @
print;
print II C
print II (D-CC)/CC*llOOII;;
print year-c-c.;:-cd·-cs-(100*(cd-cc)./cc);
print;
print II (S-CC)/CC*100 (D-S)/CC*100";;
print year-(100*(cs-c:c)./cc)-(lOO*(cd-cs)./cc);
print;
print II (D-C)/C*100 (S-C)/C*lOO (D-S)/C*lOOIl;;
print year-(lOO*(cd-t:)./c)-(100*(cs-c)./c)-(100*(cd-cs)./c);
else; @ discrete-switching function @
cd=xcd*bc[1:nd]; I
cs=xcs*bc[nd+ t:nd+lns];
cc=minc((cd-c$)'); I
z= (cd-cs)/sqrt((pc[ro~~s(bc)-1] '" 2+bc[rows(bc)] '" 2));
print;
print II C
print 11 (D-S)/Ci4<1001l;;
print year-c-c~i-cs~-cdfn(z)-(cd-cs)./c*100;
endif;
/* Subroutines */ I
@ Log-Likelihood function of Hyperbolic Transaction Function @
proc llf_h(x,b); I
local y,xd,xs,dmrny,d,sl,r,g,e,flg;
y=x[.,l];
x=x[.,2:cols(x)];
xd=x[.,l:nd]; I
xs=x[.,nd+ l:nd+ns]; I
if cols(x»nd+n~; " @ dummy in C @
flg = 1;
dmmy = x[.,c;.ols(x)];
else;
flg = 0;
endif;
@ demand and supply equations @
d=xd*b[1:nd]; I
s=xs*b[nd+ l:nq+nsh
if flg==O;
r=b[rows(b)];
else;
g=b[rows(b)-1];
r=b[rows(b)];
endif;
@ gamma is the last parameter @
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if flg==O;
e=y-0.5*(d+s-sqrt«d-s) '" 2+4*(r'" 2).*d.*s));
else;
e=y-O.5*(d+s-sqrt«d-s) '" 2+4*d.*s.*(r'" 2+g '" 2*dmmy)));
endif;
retp(-0.5*n*(In(2*pi) + 1)-0.5*n*In(e'e/n));
endp;
@ Log-Likelihood Function of Discrete-Switching Transaction FuncitoQ @ !
proc lIed(x,b);
local y,xd,xs,d,s,sig1,sig2,z1,z2,g1,g2;
y=x[.,1];
x=x[.,2:cols(x)];
xd=x[.,1:nd];
xs=x[.,nd+ 1:nd+ns];
@ demand and supply equations @
d=xd*b[1:nd];
s=xs*b[nd+1:nd+ns];
sig1 = b[rows(b)-1];
sig2=b[rows(b)];
z1 = (y-d)/sig1;
z2= (y-s)/sig2;
g1 = 1/sqrt(2*pi*sig1 '" 2)*exp(-0.5*z1 '" 2).*cdfnc(z2);
g2= lIsqrt(2*pi*sig2 '" 2)*exp(-0.5*z2 '" 2).*cdfnc(z1);
retp(sumc(ln(g1 + g2)));
endp;
@ Estimated Demand, Supply and Transaction @
proc(5)= result(x,b);
local y,xd,xs,dmmy,d,s,d1,s1,r,g,z,e,i,flg;
y=x[.,1];
x=x[.,2:cols(x)];
xd=x[.,l:nd];
xs=x[.,nd+ l:nd+ns];
if cols(x»nd+ns; @ dummy in C @
fig = 1;
dmmy = x[.,cols(x)];
else;
fig = 0;
endif;
d=xd*b[1:nd];
s=xs*b[nd+ l:nd+ns];
if fig = =0;
r=b[rows(b)];
z=0.5*(d+s-sqrt((d-s) '" 2+4*(r'" 2).*d.*s));
else;
g=b[rows(b)-l];
r=b[rows(b)]; @ gamma is the last parameter @
z=0.5*(d+s-sqrt((d-s) '" 2+4.*d.*s.*(r'" 2+g '" 2*dmmy)));
endif;
e=y-z;
retp(b[1:nd],b[nd+ l:nd+ns],d,s,z);
endp;
proc trend2(y);
local tl,t2,b;
tl =seqa(l,l,rows(y));
t2=tl "'2;
x=tl-t2-ones(rows(y),1);
b=ln(y)/x;
retp(exp(x*b));
endp;
end;
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LOCALLY WEIGHTED OPTIMIZATION USING HYPERBOLIC AND
DISCRETE-SWITCHING TRANSACTION FUNCTIONS:
MODELS 4A AND 4B
The following is the GAUSS program for Models 4A and 4B: locally
weighted optimization, using hyperbolic and discrete-switching transaction
functions, respectively. NLOPT.GCG used in this program is a nonlinear
optimization library in GAUSS, which is available from the Econometrics Lab at
Portland State University.
/*
** Disequilibrium Consumption Goods Market: China
** Model 4A and Model 4B: Locally Weighted Optimization
** Data Range: 1952-1991
** Estimation period: 1954-1991
*/
use nlopt;
screen on;
print "Locally Weighted Optimization";
print "=============================";
/* Control Variables */
@ Type of Demand Function: 1=f(YD,YD1,C1), 2=f(SAV1,DYD,YD1) @
d_spec=2;
@ Type of Transaction Function: l=hyperbolic, 2=discrete switching @
tr_type=2;
@ Type of Weights: l=normal, 2=k-nearest neighbor; window size @
wt type=2'
- ,
w_size=O.5;
@ Same Weights for D, Sand C: O=no, l=yes @
wt same=l'
- ,
@ Normalized Data: O=no, 1=yes @
@ national income available @
@ persqnal consumption @
@ public consumption @
@ investment of fixed assets @
@ investment of working capital @
@ financial assets @
diff d=O'_ ,
/* Load Data */
n=41; I
load x[n,9] =doc\chinac.newi
year=x[2:n,l];
nmp=x[2:n,2];
c=x[2:n,3];
g=x[2:n,4];
i=x[2:n,5];
wc=x[2:n,6];
m=x[2:n,9];
clear x;
load x[n,6] =doc\chinap.prn;:
pnmp52=x[2:n,2]; @ national iillcome deflator @
pc52=x[2:n,3]; I @ persQnal consumption deflator @
cpi52=x[2:n,4];
pg52=x[2:n,6]; @ public consumption deflator @
clear x;
/* Data Transformation */ '
nmp= 100*nmp./pnmp52; @ real J,1mp @
c=100*c./pc52; I @ real personal consumption @
g= 100*g./pg52; @ real publk consumption @
i=100*i./pnmp52; @ real investment in fixed asstets @
wc= lOO*wc./pnrnp52; @ real inves1tment in working capital @
m=lOO*m./cpi52; @ real finandal asset @
ms=m-Iagn(m,l}; @ real ~aving @
yd=c+ms;' @ real ~iisposable income @
ct= trend2(c);
nmpt=trend2(nmp); I
nmpx= (ct./nmpt).*(nmp-nmpt);
czx=(((g+i+wc)./nmp)-(trend2(g+i·rl-wc)./nmpt)).*nmp;
mx=m-trend2(~); I I
I
/* Explanatory Variables in 'Deman\1 and Supply Equations */
if d_spec==l; I
xcd=yd-Iagn(yd,l)-lagn(c,l); I
else; I @ d_sp~~c==:2 @
xcd=lagn(ms,l)-(yd-Iagn(yd,l))~,-lagn(yd,l);
@ Houthakker-Taylor CD specification @
endif;
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xcs=ct-nmpx-czx;
xc=xcd-xcs;
/* Redefine the Size of Arrays: ms lost one, lag(ms) lost another */
n = rows(year);
year=year[3:n,.];
xcd=xcd[3:n,.];
xcs=xcs[3:n,.];
c=c[3:n,.];
xc=xcd-xcs;
/* Calculate Kernel Weights */
print;
print IICalculate Kernel Weightsll;
. t II II.prIn ------------------------,
if wt type==1'
- ,
print IINormal Kernel Weightsll;
wt_d=nkw(xcd,w_size);
wt_s=nkw(xcs,w_size);
wt c=wt d.*wt s'
- - -'
else; @ wt_type==2 @
print IINearest Neighbor Kernel Weightsll;
print ftos(w_size,1I -- Window Size Scaler = %-*.*If',8,2);
wt_d=knn(xcd,w_size);
wt_s=knn(xcs,w_size);
wt_c=knn(xc,w_size);
endif;
/* Initial Parameter Value: O=no, 1=yes */
init=O;
bc=269.12 1-0.0257 I0.46561 0.90431266.971 0.989911.19721-1.00981 0.0000;
/* ------- beginning of loop -------- */
print;
yr= 1954-1954+1;
do while yr< =rows(xc);
Ictyear=yr+ 1954-1-1900;
if wt_type==1; @ Normal weights @
ot_file= ftos(lcl..year, IIdoc\\wt_dn.%-*.*If',2,0);
else;
ot_file =ftos(lcl-year,lIdoc\\wt_dk.%-*.*If',2,0);
endif;
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output file= A ot_file reset;
1* Print File Title */
print ftos(Icl""year+ 1900,IINeighbor of year %-*.*If',8,O);
screen off;
print 11************************************11;
print;
if wt type= =1·
- ,
print ''Using Normal Kernel Weightsll ;
else; @ wt_type==Z @
print IIUsing Nearest Neighbor Kernel Weights ll;
print ftos(w_size,1I -- Window Size Scaler = %-*.*If',8,Z);
endif;
1* Calculate D, Sand C for current year */
n=rows(c);
if wt_same;
c_c=c; @ _c's are changed in each iteration of years @
xcd_c=ones(n,1)-(xcd-xcd[yr,.]);
xcs_c=ones(n,l)-(xcs-xcs[yr,.]);
else;
c_c=sqrt(c_wt).*c_c;
xcd_c=sqrt(d_wt)-sqrt(d_wt).*(xcd-xcd[yr,.]);
xcs_c=sqrt(s_wt)-sqrt(s_wt).*(xcs-xcs[yr,.]);
endif;
1* Initial Solution from OLS Estimation */
if not init;
ols_s=1954-1954+ 1;
c1 =c_c[ols_s:rows(c_c)];
xcd1=xcd_c[ols_s:rows(xcd_c),.];
xcs1=xcs_c[ols_s:rows(xcs_c),.];
if diftd; @ after weighting, 1 is no longer 1 @
c1=c1-meanc(cl)';
xcd1=xcd1-meanc(xcd1)';
xcs1=xcs1-meanc(xcs1)';
endif;
bcd=cl/xcdl;
bcs=c1/xcs1;
endif;
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/* Maximum Likelihood Estimation */
if diff_d;
xcd_c=xcd_c-meanc(xcd_c)';
xcs_c=xcs_c-meanc(xcs_c)';
c_c=c_c-meanc(c_c)';
endif;
xc c=xcd c-xcs C'
- - -'
call reset;
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iter=100'
- ,
conv=l'
- ,
_tol=O.OOl;
deriv=2'
- ,
riter=20'
- ,
_step=2;
fiter=10'
- ,
@ convergence in function value and solution @
@ use both symmetric first and second derivatives @
@ iteration limit for R-value in QHC @
nd=cols(xcd_c);
ns=cols(xcs_c);
if not init; @ use initial solution calculated by OLS @
if tr_type==l; @ hyperbolic transaction function @
bc=bcd Ibcs I0.00001;
else; @ discrete-switching transaction function @
bc=bcd Ibcs 1111;
endif;
endif;
if tr type==l'
- ,
print "Using Hyperbolic Function";
method=4'
- ,
{bc,vbc} =maxlik(&llCh,c_c-xc_c,bc);
else; @ tr_type==2 @
print "Using Discret Switching Method ll ;
method=6'
- ,
{be,vbc} = maxlik(&llCd,c_c-xc_c,be);
endif;
{bcd,bcs,cd,cs,cc} =result(c_c-xc_c,bc);
/* Final results */
/*******/
print "Final Results";
print "-------------";
@ Variances @
if wt_same;
xcd_c=sqrt(0_wt).*xcd_c;
xcs_c=sqrt(0_wt).*xcs_c;
endif;
vcd=vbc[1,l];
vcs =vbc[nd+ 1,nd+ 1];
vcdcs=vcd+vcs-2*vbc[1,nd+1];
print;
print" VAR(CD) VAR(CS) VAR(CD-CS)";
print vcd-vcs-vcdcs;
if tr_type==2;
z=(cd-cs)/sqrt«bc[rows(bc)-l]" 2+bc[rows(bc)]" 2));
format 10,5;
print;
print" CDS Pr(D>S)";;
print" (D-S)/C*100 Z";;
print year-c-cd-cs-cdfn(z)-(cd-cs)./c*100-z;
endif;
output file= "ot_file off;
screen on;
yr=yr+l;
endo;
/* ------- end of loop -------- */
/* Subroutines */
@ Log-Likelihood Function of Hyperbolic Transaction Function @
proc llCh(x,b);
local y,xd,xs,d,s,r,u,n;
y=x[.,l];
x=x[.,2:cols(x)];
xd=x[.,l:nd];
xs=x[.,nd+ l:nd+ns];
@ demand and supply equations @
d=xd*b[1:nd];
s=xs*b[nd+ l:nd+ns];
r=b[rows(b)];
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u=y-O.5*(d+s-sqrt«d-s) A 2+4*(r A 2).*d.*s));
n=rows(u);
if wt_same;
u=u.*sqrt(o_wt);
endif;
retp(-O.5*n*(ln(2*pi)+ 1)-O.5*n*ln(u'u/n));
endp;
@ Log-Likelihood Function of Discrete-Switching Transaction Funciton @
proc llf_d(x,b);
local y,xd,xs,d,s,sig1,sig2,zl,z2,gl,g2;
y=x[.,l];
x=x[.,2:cols(x)];
xd=x[.,l:nd];
xs=x[.,nd+ l:nd+ns];
@ demand and supply equations @
d=xd*b[1:nd];
s=xs*b[nd+ l:nd+ns];
sigl = b[rows(b)-1];
sig2=b[rows(b)];
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zl = (y-d)/sig1;
z2= (y-s)/sig2;
@ sig1 and sig2 are stds @
if wt_same;
zl=sqrt(0_wt).*zl;
z2=sqrt(0_wt).*z2;
endif;
gl = 1/sqrt(2*pi*sig1 A 2)*exp(-O.5*zl A 2).*cdfnc(z2);
g2=1/sqrt(2*pi*sig2 A 2)*exp(-O.5*z2 A 2).*cdfnc(zl);
retp(sumc(ln(gl +g2)));
endp;
@ Estimated Demand, Supply and Transaction @
proc(5)= result(x,b);
local y,xd,xs,d,s,r,c,e,i;
y=x[.,l];
x=x[.,2:cols(x)];
xd=x[.,l:nd];
xs=x[.,nd+ l:nd+ns];
d=xd*b(l:nd];
s=xs*b[nd+ l:nd+ns];
r=b[rows(b)];
if tr type= = l'
- ,
c=O.5*(d+s-sqrt«d-s) /'. 2+4*(1' /'. 2).*d.*s));
else;
c=minc(d-s)');
endif;
retp(b[l:nd],b[nd+ 1:nd+ns],d,s,c);
endp;
@ Function for Calculating Gradiants and Hessians @
proc fgrd(b);
local y,xd,xs,d,s,r,u,n;
\J'=c C'J _,
xd=xc_c[.,l:nd];
xs=xc_c[.,nd+ l:nd+ns];
@ demand and supply equations @
d=xd*b[1:I1ld];
s=xs*b[nd+1:nd+ns];
r=b[rows(b)];
U1=y-O.5*(d+s-sqrt«d-s) /'.2+4*(1' /'.2).*d.*s));
l1I=rowS(U);
ilf wt_same;
u=u.*sqrt(o_wt);
endif;
retp(-O.5*n*(ln(2*pi)+ 1)-O.5*n*ln(u'u/n));
el1ldp;
/*
** rormal Kernel Weight
** x = matrix of dependent variables
** I' = scaler for window size, between 0 and inf
** , eights an~ symetric over the years
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*/
proc nkw(x,r); I
local k,fI,i,k_w;
h=sqrt(meanc((x-meanc(x)') '" 2)'); @ r=inf @
@ h=sqrt(meanc((x-meanc(x)') '" 2)')*rows(x) '" (-1/(2*r+cols(x))); @
@ h is 1 x cols(x) @
i=l;
do whil~ i< =rows(x);
k_w::;:-sumc((((x-x[i,.]) "'2)./(2*h "'2))'); @ k_w=O for Xi @
k_w::;:exp(lk_w);
if i=;=l; k=k_w;
else' k=k--k w·, - ,
endif;
i=i+l;
endo;
retp(k);
endp;
/*
** K Nearerst Neighbor Kernel Weights
** x = matrix of dependent variables
** r = scal~r for window size, between 0 and 1
** Weights may hot be symetric over the years due to non-common denominator
*/
proc knn(x,r);
local k,h,i,k_w,f,hmax;
i=l;
do whil~ i< =:rows(x);
h=sqrt(sumc(((x-x[i,.]) '" 2)')); @ h=O for Xi @
f=int(r*ro1Ns(x)); @ # of neighbors in the sub-sample @
hmax;=seli:f(h,(rankindx(h,l).= =t));
h=h./hmax;
k_w::;((l-h '" 3) '" 3).*(h.<1); @ tricube kernel @
if i=;=l; k=k_w;
else' k=k-~k w·, - ,
endif,
i=i+l;
endo;
retp(k);
endp;
proc trend2(y);
local tl,t2,b;
tl =seqa(l,l,rows(y));
t2=tl "2;
x=tl-t2-ones(rows(y),1);
b=ln(y)/x;
retp(exp(x*b));
endp;
end;
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APPENDIX C
SELECTED COMPUTER OUTPUTS
Dummy Variable Approach Using Discrete-Switching
Transaction Function: Model 2B
Locally Weighted Optimization Using Hyperbolic
Transaction Function: Model 4A
(Selected Years: 1963, 1980 and 1989)
Locally Weighted Optimization Using Discrete-Switching
Transaction Function: Model 4B
(Selected Years: 1963, 1980 and 1989)
DUMMY VARIABLE APPROACH USING DISCRETE-SWITCHING
TRANSACTION FUNCTION: MODEL 2B
Model 2B assumes structural change in 1980 by adding a dummy variable
to the basic model, lB. Differing from Model 2A, Model 2B uses discrete-
switching transaction function. The following is a partial list of the computer
output.
Model2B
Discrete-Switching Transaction Funciton
Structural Change in D and S
NLOPT/GAUSS Version 3.lB: Applied Data Associates.(1994/06/27/11:48:11)
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Model: Total Log-Likelihood Function
Number of Parameters = 14
Maximum Number of Iterations = 500
Step Size Search Method = 0
Convergence Criterion = 1
Tolerance = 0.001
-82.067
0.63273
0.80388
1.7953
Initial Result:
Log Likelihood =
Parameters =
-0.96826
1.0724
0.49863
1.0164
-0.91500
0.88359
-0.066719
0.13230
0.45051
-0.072407
-0.33006
Using Modified Quadratic Hill-Climbing Algorithm
Iteration = 1 Step Size = 6.0000 Log Likelihood = -60.574
Parameters = -0.97869 0.63083 1.0179 0.89626 0.13659
-0.074177
-0.32467
1.0825 0.79492 -0.92958 -0.076125 0.45875
1.1142 1.7981
Iteration = 13 Step Size = 1.5000 Log Likelihood = -60.106
Parameters = -0.92568 0.64427 1.0148 0.83813 0.12091
-0.070595 1.0788 0.80997 -0.93252 -0.073034 0.44003
-0.30030 1.0377 1.8704
Final Result:
Log Likelihood = -60.106
Gradient of Log Likelihood =
-0.0059465 -0.013795 -0.27174 -0.0012013 -0.00019393 -0.011283
-0.12266 0.0014233 0.00018325 -0.091053 0.0035799 0.00057852
-0.00035128 -4.3687e-05
Parameter
-0.9257
0.6443
1.0148
0.8381
0.1209
-0.0706
1.0788
0.8100
-0.9325
-0.0730
0.4400
-0.3003
1.0377
1.8704
Std. Error
0.1899
0.0614
0.0068
0.2008
0.0766
0.0098
0.0185
0.2747
0.2998
0.0186
0.3100
0.4622
0.1464
0.4508
Asymptotic
t-ratio
-4.8750
10.4910
149.2000
4.1731
1.5777
-7.2341
58.4400
2.9489
-3.1101
-3.9309
1.4193
-0.6497
7.0900
4.1489
Final Results
VAR(CD) VAR(CS)
0.0300 1.0895
0.0259 1.0896
0.0405 2.3141
0.0380 4.7634
0.0314 4.3363
0.2072 3.1944
0.2350 1.8934
0.2595 2.1858
0.1888 3.2654
0.6543 2.6693
VAR(CD-CS)
1.2133
1.2118
2.4891
4.9051
4.4904
3.4014
2.1130
2.7703
3.7819
3.5919
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0.0690 2.1350 2.3446
0.1269 2.0623 2.1912
0.0938 1.4433 1.6~60
0.1238 3.2558 3.5189
0.1364 3.9514 4.4S43
0.0686 3.0446 3.3739
0.1477 2.4859 2.9965
0.2143 2.2151 2.8~54
0.0849 2.6549 2.9971
0.1230 3.3662 3.7860
0.1435 3.3738 3.9078
0.1233 3.8606 4.31568
0.1386 5.7747 6.4875
0.2526 11.7380 12.8400
0.2313 17.0880 17.8090
0.4566 14.3770 14.6440
0.4538 0.5424 1.0~84
0.1671 6.1388 6.2760
0.1640 8.7397 8.8789
0.4194 11.0490 11.3~J90
2.2694 2.9054 5.1~~75
1.5794 1.1981 2·n85
0.6038 1.3558 2.0497
1.7688 0.9446 2.8452
1.0934 10.7530 11.8~~90
1.0554 9.0190 10.1010
6.3746 1.7584 8.2~~88
12.5690 2.0944 14.6()70
(D-S)
C D S Pr(D>S) /C*100
1954 49.128 49.016 50.976 0.!1798 -3.989
1955 53.424 52.504 55.216 0.!1024 -5.077
1956 56.896 57.447 58.799 0.!2637 -2.376
1957 59.761 59.354 62.511 0.0700 -5.282
1958 62.108 63.313 63.132 0.5338 0.292
1959 57.069 60.338 56.852 0.9484 6.109
1960 53.771 54.821 60.491 0.0040 -10.545
1961 50.040 51.267 62.617 0.0000 -22.683
1962 52.688 50.036 66.143 0.0000 -30.568
1963 59.543 60.133 67.935 0.0001 -13.102
1964 64.707 64.567 70.416 0.0031 -9.039
1965 72.393 71.276 72.219 0.3296 -1.303
1966 77.470 77.605 77.899 0.:4454 -0.379
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1967 82.067 80.966 83.666 0.1034 -3.290
1968 81.418 83.252 83.155 0.5181 0.119
1969 85.887 84.311 89.180 0.0114 -5.668
1970 91.924 90.774 95.158 0.0202 -4.769
1971 95.524 97.464 98.027 0.3962 -0.589
1972 100.650 100.090 104.290 0.0247 -4.178
1973 108.420 108.040 111.460 0.0546 -3.161
1974 110.500 111.540 115.040 0.0512 -3.162
1975 114.530 114.580 120.870 0.0016 -5.490
1976 118.400 118.740 127.960 0.0000 -7.784
1977 121.260 121.130 131.350 0.0000 -8.430
1978 129.120 130.140 137.030 0.0006 -5.344
1979 139.580 140.820 148.770 0.0001 -5.695
1980 154.720 154.000 155.520 0.2382 -0.984
1981 167.520 166.810 172.040 0.0073 -3.119
1982 178.720 177.940 187.500 0.0000 -5.350
1983 193.740 195.410 203.980 0.0000 -4.422
1984 217.820 228.840 219.490 1.0000 4.296
1985 249.940 251.820 247.710 0.9726 1.644
1986 264.480 274.120 266.580 0.9998 2.851
1987 284.090 301.850 282.830 1.0000 6.695
1988 308.490 308.410 321.890 0.0000 -4.370
1989 310.610 310.830 329.990 0.0000 -6.168
1990 322.240 364.450 325.590 1.0000 12.059
1991 353.580 401.250 350.770 1.0000 14.277
LOCALLY WEIGHTED OPTIMIZATION USING HYPERBOLIC
TRANSACTION FUNC~ION: MODEL 4A
(Selected Years: 196~1, 1980 and 1989)
Model 4A applies locally weighted qptimization technique with hyperbqlic
transaction function. Three outputs includ~d h.ere are selected among the tot~ll
of 38 outputs. They are the outputs for th~ focal years of 1963, 1980 and 1989.
Neighborhood of year 1963
*************************
Using Nearest Neighbor Kernel Weights
-- Window Size Scaler = 0.50
Using Hyperbolic Function
NLOPT/GAUSS Version 3.1B: Applied D~lta i\ssociates.(1994/1O/21/1O:25:11)
Maximum LikeiIhood Estimation
Model: Total Log-Likelihood Function
Number of Parameters = 9
Maximum Number of Iterations = 200
Step Size Search Method = 0
Convergence Criterion = 1
Toleranc(~ = 0.001
Initial Result:
Log Likellihood = -77.334
Parameters =
56.741 -0.59533 0.22805 0.98517
0.91092 -0.66128 1.0000e-05 I
60.883 0.98827
Using Newton-Raphson Algorithm
Iteration = 1 Step Size = 0.5000 Log ~jke1ihood = -49.692
Parameters = 58.983 -0.85032 0.45807 0.99150 63.934
1.0552 0.78179 -0.67856 0.000.28214
Iteration = 15 Step Size = 1.5000 Log Likelihood = -30.121
Parameters = 60.293 -0.81750 0.66883 1.0168 66.148
1.1276 0.75303 -0.76329 4.6726e-07
Final Result:
Log Likelihood = -30.121
Gradient of Log Likelihood =
0.0023079 0.011868 -0.019104 0.025062 0.0026305 -0.0019590
0.027127 0.022160 -0.034550
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Parameter
60.293
-0.818
0.669
1.017
66.148
1.128
0.753
-0.763
0.000
Std. Error
0.479
0.192
0.065
0.027
0.529
0.027
0.083
0.115
0.004
Asymptotic
t-ratio
125.840
-4.252
10.260
37.942
124.980
41.436
9.051
-6.639
0.000
Neighbor of year 1980
**********************
Using Nearest Neighbor Kernel Weights
-- Window Size Scaler = 0.50
Using Hyperbolic Function
NLOPT/GAUSS Version 3.1B: Applied Data Associates.(1994/1O/21/11:49:14)
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Model: Total Log-Likelihood Function
Number of Parameters = 9
Maximum Number of Iterations = 200
Step Size Search Method = 0
Convergence Criterion = 1
Tolerance = 0.001
Initial Result:
Log Likelihood = 10.538
Parameters =
154.77 -0.52735 0.57243 0.95699
0.93250 -0.95014 -7.947ge-08
158.14 0.97504
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Using Newton-Raphson Algorithm
Iteration == 1 Step Size = 1.5000 Log Likelihood = 10.539
Para~neters = 154.77 -0.52709 0.57249 0.95695 158.15
0.97495 0.93246 -0.95032 4.2443e-07
......... , .
Iteration == 3 Step Size = 0.5000 Log Likelihood = 10.539
Parameters = 154.77 -0.52710 0.57247 0.95695 158.14
0.97495 0.93235 -0.95030 -1.8851e-07
Final Result:
Log Likelihood = 10.539
Gradient of Log Likelihood =
0.092479 -0.19095 -0.98931
-OA8712 -0.49470 0.90786
-1.2240 -0.080994 6.0738
Parametler
154.770
-0.527
0.572
0.957
158.140
0.975
0.932
-0.950
0.000
Std. Error
0.164
0.054
0.015
0.011
0.277
0.007
0.050
0.025
0.001
Asymptotic
t-ratio
944.880
-9.675
37.940
87.305
571.130
130.500
18.648
-38.724
0.000
Neighbor of year 1989
****.*****************
Using Nearest Neighbor Kernel Weights
-- Window Size Scaler = 0.50
Usin~ Hyperbolic Function
NLOPT/GAUSS Version 3.1B: Applied Data Associates.(1994/10/21/15:31:43)
Maxi~num Likelihood Estimation
-------·1-------·---------------
Model: Total Log-Likelihood Function
Number of Parameters = 9
Maximum Number of Iterations = 200
Step Size Search Method = 0
Convergence Criterion = 1
Tolerance = 0.001
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Initial Result:
Log Likelihood = -36.562
Parameters =
309.74 0.043646 0.17673 0.82719
0.96624 -0.45053 2.7072e-09
326.12 1.0320
Using Newton-Raphson Algorithm
Iteration = 1 Step Size = 1.5000 Log Likelihood = -36.562
Parameters = 309.74 0.043647 0.17673 0.82720 326.12
1.0320 0.96620 -0.45049 7.8583e-09
Iteration = 3 Step Size = 1.5000 Log Likelihood = -36.562
Parameters = 309.74 0.043646 0.17673 0.82719 326.12
1.0320 0.96621 -0.45050 -2.9201e-1O
Final Result:
Log Likelihood = -36.562
Gradient of Log Likelihood =
0.0029261 0.019755 0.067200 -0.085364 -0.0047460
0.041907 -0.0082427 -0.00039080
0.42588
Parameter
309.740
0.044
0.177
0.827
326.120
1.032
0.966
-0.451
0.000
Std. Error
0.599
0.037
0.013
0.009
0.844
0.006
0.043
0.078
0.002
Asymptotic
t-ratio
516.960
1.170
13.217
92.958
386.400
181.600
22.666
-5.745
0.000
LOCALLY WEIGHTED OPTIMIZATION USING DISCRETE-SWITCHING
TRANSACTION FUNCTION: MODEL 4B
(Selected Years: 1963, 1980 and 1989)
Model 4B applies the same optimization technique as Model 4A. But it
uses discrete-switching transaction function. Three outputs included here are
selected among the total of 38 outputs. They are the same focal years used for
Model 4A: 1963, 1980 and 1989.
Neighbor of year 1963
*********************
Using Nearest Neighbor Kernel Weights
-- Window Size Scaler = 0.50
Using Discret Switching Method
NLOPT/GAUSS Version 3.1B: Applied Data Associates.(1994/07/15/14:52:54)
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Model: Total Log-Likelihood Function
Number of Parameters = 10
Maximum Number of Iterations = 200
Step Size Search Method = 0
Convergence Criterion = 1
Tolerance = 0.001
Initial Result:
Log Likelihood = -73.207
Parameters =
60.306 -0.78315 0.70192
1.2180 -0.99584 1.0000
0.99738
1.0000
60.739 1.1926
Using Newton-Raphson Algorithm
Iteration = 1 Step Size = 1.0000 Log Likelihood = -70.722
Parameters = 58.476 -0.26810 0.75719 0.98271
1.0976 0.75373 -0.78272 0.61687 0.97043
64.829
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Iteration = 14 Step Size = 1.5000 Log Likelihood = -57.212
Parameters = 60.446 -0.81921 0.69141 1.0081 62.074
1.1555 1.0489 -0.92699 0.65338 2.7073
Final Result:
Log Likelihood = -57.212
Gradient of Log Likelihood =
0.00059126 0.0040943 -0.0031303 0.012329 -1.0508e-05 -0.00010853
0.00045386 0.00032922 0.0012240 0.00013031
Parameter
60.446
-0.819
0.691
1.008
62.074
1.156
1.049
-0.927
0.653
2.707
Std. Error
0.934
0.272
0.079
0.035
2.712
0.116
0.385
0.477
0.101
1.264
Asymptotic
t-ratio
64.704
-3.007
8.775
29.150
22.893
9.958
2.723
-1.942
6.447
2.141
Neighbor of year 1980
*********************
Using Nearest Neighbor Kernel Weights
-- Window Size Scaler = 0.50
Using Discret Switching Method
NLOPT/GAUSS Version 3.1B: Applied Data Associates.(1994/07/15/15:27:32)
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Model: Total Log-Likelihood Function
Number of Parameters = 10
Maximum Number of Iterations = 200
Step Size Search Method = 0
Convergence Criterion = 1
Tolerance = 0.001
Initial Result:
Log Likelihood = -40.861
Parameters =
154.20 -0.65985 0.53059
0.96183 -0.66855 1.0000
0.98481
1.0000
154.66 0.95280
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Using Newton-Raphson Algorithm
Iteration = 1 Step Size = 0.0625 Log Likelihood = -31.614
Parameters = 154.22 -0.59819 0.54237 0.96699 155.25
0.96640 1.0103 -0.71338 0.74825 0.50009
Iteration = 14 Step Size = 1.5000 Log Likelihood = -19.480
Parameters = 154.77 -0.59997 0.56701 0.97535 154.43
0.95310 0.90333 -0.63377 0.21484 1.0972
Final Result:
Log Likelihood = -19.480
Gradient of Log Likelihood =
-0.00088778 -0.036661 -0.045644 -0.35492 0.00039159 0.029445
-0.0034944 -0.0088533 0.011401 0.00060353
Parameter
154.770
-0.600
0.567
0.975
154.430
0.953
0.903
-0.634
0.215
1.097
Std. Error
0.180
0.051
0.017
0.010
0.647
0.020
0.125
0.084
0.031
0.303
Asymptotic
t-ratio
857.640
-11.773
33.698
94.364
238.710
47.097
7.240
-7.583
6.903
3.625
Neighbor of year 1989
*********************
Using Nearest Neighbor Kernel Weights
-- Window Size Scaler = 0.50
Using Discret Switching Method
NLOPT/GAUSS Version 3.1B: Applied Data Associates.(1994/07/15/15:43:26)
Maximum Likelihood Estimation
Model: Total Log-Likelihood Function
Number of Parameters = 10
Maximum Number of Iterations = 200
Step Size Search Method = 0
Convergence Criterion = 1
Tolerance = 0.001
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Initial Result:
Log Likelihood = -124.25
Parameters =
313.71 -0.35721 0.11538 0.88046
0.68486 0.045670 1.0000 1.0000
317.07 0.97396
Using Newton-Raphson Algorithm
Iteration = 1 Step Size = 0.2500 Log Likelihood = -122.93
Parameters = 309.59 0.077433 0.18843 0.84714 316.04
0.96816 0.67908 0.062998 0.57060 1.1953
Iteration = 14 Step Size = 1.5000 Log Likelihood = -75.008
Parameters = 309.75 0.00077791 0.17546 0.85020 319.98
0.99489 0.69407 0.016235 1.7267 1.4101
Final Result:
Log Likelihood = -75.008
Gradient of Log Likelihood =
-0.00016148 -0.0021316 -0.0041914 0.0083800 -0.00025371 -0.012266
0.0097818 0.0021008 0.0015592 0.0015328
Parameter
309.750
0.001
0.175
0.850
319.980
0.995
Std. Error
1.666
0.090
0.034
0.015
1.882
0.014
Asymptotic
t-ratio
185.980
0.009
5.188
55.997
170.000
70.164
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0.694 0.107 .6.513
0.016 0.215 .0.075
1.727 0.476 .3.630
1.410 0..362 .3.898
APPENDIX D
ESTIMATED RESPONSE COEFFICIENTS FROM
LOCALLY WEIGHTED OPTIMIZATION
Using Hyperbolic Transaction Function: Model 4A, 1954-1991
Using Discrete-Switching Transaction Function: Model 4B,
1954 to 1991
USING HYPERBOLIC TRANSACfION FUNCfION:
MODEL 4A, 1954-1991
The fpllowing lis~ts the response coefficients estimated using locally
weighted opt;imization with the hyperbolic transaction function. There are 38
observations in the sample. Therefore, there are 38 sets of response coefficients
resulted fraQl 38 locally weighted fittings. a's and is's are the response
coefficients ip. the demand and supply functions, respectively. y is the measure
of market friction in the transaction function.
a1 az I a3 iS1 1Sz 15:3 Y
54 -0.a58 0.694 1.017 1.113 0.737 -0.785 0.000
55
-0·a54 0.693 1.018 1.113 0.735 -0.782 0.000
56 -0.a41 0.703 1.017 1.114 0.736 -0.785 0.000
57 -0.a36 0.71.3 1.019 1.113 0.737 -0.785 0.000
58 -0.751 0.767 1.011 1.120 0.737 -0.794 0.000
59 -O.S92 0.892 1.022 1.075 0.641 -0.769 0.016
60 -0.712 0.813 1.003 1.125 0.736 -0.799 0.002
61 -0.a76 0.677 1.026 1.101 0.711 -0.743 0.000
62 -0.a26 0.672 1.019 1.126 0.755 -0.762 0.000
63 -0.a18 0.669 1.017 1.128 0.753 -0.763 0.000
64 -0·a80 0.661 1.030 1.081 0.654 -0.672 0.000
65 -0.a37 0.683 1.038 1.067 0.628 -0.649 0.000
66 -0,447 0.841 1.060 0.994 0.600 -0.682 0.000
67 -0.727 0.71.0 1.053 0.949 0.732 -0.787 0.000
68 -0.761 0.691 1.049 0.954 0.738 -0.792 0.000
69 -0·a33 0.685 1.056 0.960 0.848 -0.936 0.000
70 -1.057 0.527 1.024 0.968 1.026 -1.171 0.000
71 -1.033 0.575 0.990 0.971 0.978 -1.110 0.000
72 -1.017 0.557 0.976 0.972 0.886 -0.986 0.000
73 -1.018 0.565 0.975 0.975 0.882 -0.979 0.000
74 -0.945 0.602 0.976 0.976 0.883 -0.978 0.000
75 -0.924 0.650 0.979 0.973 0.882 -0.972 0.000
76 -0.721 0.608 0.977 0.971 0.878 -0.965 0.000
166
77 -0.622 0.579 0.973 0.980 0.910 -0.994 0.000
78 -0.611 0.583 0.974 0.973 0.898 -0.971 0.000
79 -0.615 0.623 0.974 0.909 0.728 -0.661 0.000
80 -0.527 0.573 0.957 0.975 0.932 -0.950 0.000
81 -0.347 0.571 0.928 0.983 0.938 -0.857 0.000
82 -0.013 0.581 0.878 0.985 1.123 -0.894 0.000
83 -0.126 0.545 0.911 0.984 1.107 -0.882 0.000
84 0.012 0.387 0.890 1.001 1.068 -1.076 0.000
85 -0.054 0.487 0.909 0.988 1.181 -0.972 0.000
86 -0.026 0.466 0.904 0.990 1.197 -1.010 0.000
87 -0.052 0.500 0.913 0.997 1.176 -1.028 0.000
88 0.046 0.177 0.827 1.032 0.967 -0.451 0.000
89 0.044 0.177 0.827 1.032 0.966 -0.451 0.000
90 0.041 0.176 0.828 1.032 0.968 -0.454 0.000
91 0.034 0.175 0.829 1.031 0.958 -0.438 0.000
USING DISCRETE-SWITCHING TRANSACTION:
MODEL 4B, 1954-1991
The following lists the response coefficients estimated using locally
weighted optimization with the discrete-switching transaction function. There are
38 obselVations in the sample. Therefore, there are 38 sets of response
coefficients resulted from 38 locally weighted fittings. a's and is's are the
response coefficients in the demand and supply functions, respectively. a's are
the standard deviation of the error terms in the demand and supply functions,
respectively.
a l az a3 iSt iSz ~ at az
54 -0.834 0.719 1.000 1.135 1.074 -1.073 0.656 2.946
55 -0.823 0.718 1.001 1.136 1.069 -1.070 0.658 2.934
56 -0.818 0.724 1.002 1.134 1.052 -1.060 0.644 2.928
57 -0.818 0.731 1.004 1.134 1.037 -1.050 0.632 2.852
58 -0.772 0.767 1.001 1.117 0.957 -0.992 0.499 2.608
59 -0.768 0.816 0.998 1.094 0.821 -0.885 0.259 1.711
60 -0.791 0.789 0.999 1.108 0.903 -0.948 0.379 2.257
61 -0.840 0.703 1.010 1.150 1.076 -1.055 0.678 2.743
62 -0.843 0.691 1.011 1.163 1.079 -0.951 0.660 2.751
63 -0.819 0.691 1.008 1.156 1.049 -0.927 0.653 2.707
64 -0.835 0.688 1.018 1.161 1.035 -0.927 0.646 2.691
65 -0.783 0.706 1.026 1.152 0.972 -0.907 0.516 2.274
66 -0.696 0.796 1.054 1.034 0.683 -0.792 0.199 1.151
67 -0.763 0.716 1.036 1.037 0.823 -0.890 0.289 1.627
68 -0.773 0.697 1.025 1.034 0.857 -0.943 0.304 1.487
69 -0.752 0.693 1.017 0.992 0.791 -0.859 0.322 1.021
70 -0.802 0.707 1.000 0.978 0.773 -0.851 0.432 0.332
71 -0.850 0.701 0.986 0.969 0.892 -0.978 0.366 0.387
72 -0.890 0.637 0.980 0.959 0.937 -1.000 0.291 0.466
73 -0.905 0.613 0.977 0.959 0.892 -0.928 0.259 0.519
74 -0.858 0.607 0.977 0.951 0.852 -0.861 0.258 0.584
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75 -0.803 0.613 0.976 0.942 0.829 -0.809 0.250 0.592
76 -0.707 0.604 0.978 0.930 0.793 -0.748 0.275 0.589
77 -0.659 0.597 0.977 0.926 0.797 -0.722 0.242 0.528
78 -0.635 0.591 0.978 0.928 0.811 -0.708 0.232 0.538
79 -0.607 0.584 0.975 0.928 0.822 -0.682 0.216 0.530
80 -0.600 0.567 0.975 0.953 0.903 -0.634 0.215 1.097
81 -0.370 0.544 0.935 0.996 1.107 -0.694 0.390 0.763
82 0.091 0.519 0.859 1.000 1.131 -0.706 0.662 0.574
83 0.296 0.497 0.818 1.002 1.128 -0.705 0.738 0.577
84 0.347 0.438 0.812 1.006 1.099 -0.659 0.622 0.769
85 0.108 0.337 0.870 0.970 0.991 -0.413 0.754 2.031
86 0.182 0.224 0.847 0.963 0.814 -0.067 0.989 1.721
87 0.082 0.196 0.848 0.991 0.754 -0.067 1.387 1.738
88 0.020 0.179 0.849 0.994 0.691 0.027 1.671 1.431
89 0.001 0.176 0.850 0.995 0.694 0.016 1.727 1.410
90 -0.024 0.171 0.851 0.995 0.692 0.017 1.739 1.347
91 -0.072 0.158 0.849 0.992 0.651 0.095 1.805 1.111
